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Abstract

Under atmospheric warming, the mountain cryosphere is undergoing changes
that affect the people living in the mountains and also the surrounding low-
lands. However, our knowledge of snow depths and ongoing glacier changes
in remote mountain areas is still incomplete. In rough terrain, it is difficult
to study volume changes accurately at a regional scale. The ICESat mission
sampled the elevation of the Earth’s surface along profiles around the entire
globe from 2003 through 2009. This thesis shows how ICESat’s sparse, but ac-
curate elevation samples can be spatially integrated to estimate snow depths and
average glacier volume changes in remote mountainous areas. The focus lies on
two study sites: southern Norway, where glacier changes and snow depths are
relatively well known, and High Mountain Asia (HMA), where our knowledge
of the mountain cryosphere is very limited. To introduce the subject, the thesis
contains an extensive review of methods to measure surface elevations with re-
mote sensing methods, followed by an introduction to the ICESat mission and
data, including the upcoming successor mission ICESat-2, and concludes with a
summary and discussion of ICESat applications for glaciers and snow.

The original goal of the ICESat mission was to measure surface elevation
changes of the large, flat ice sheets, and its application in rough topographies
was hampered by two main limitations: (i) ICESat’s comparably large spatial
footprints of ~70 m in diameter cause uncertainty in the elevation measurement
due to within-footprint topography, and (ii) the spatial offsets of up to hundreds
of metres between ground tracks of the same repeat-orbit make that elevations
from different overpasses cannot be compared directly. These challenges are
overcome by grouping several samples, so that uncertainties are averaged out,
and by using a digital elevation model (DEM) to model the surface between
repeat-tracks. Rather than comparing elevations directly, ICESat’s elevations
are first compared to the DEM elevations at the same location to receive local
elevation differences (dh). For samples on snow-covered terrain, the dh corres-
pond to snow depth. On glaciers, decreasing (increasing) dh over time indicate
glacier thinning (thickening).

The method to use ICESat data for regional snow depths is new. It was
developed and applied for the first time within this thesis. In southern Nor-
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way, it yields average March/June snow depths for a given elevation band every
few kilometres along ICESat’s ground tracks. The spatial patterns of increas-
ing snow depths closer towards the west coast and at higher elevations are cor-
rectly represented. Unexpectedly, the main source of uncertainty lies not with
ICESat’s large footprints and the terrain variations therein, but within the ref-
erence DEM: spatially varying, systematic vertical bias in three tested DEMs
severely hamper accurate snow depth estimates. We present a way to correct
such bias locally by using ICESat’s elevation samples acquired during snow-
free seasons. After such correction, the uncertainty of the method is ca. 0.5 m
for spatially averaged estimates compared to measured and modelled data of the
same area. Given a high resolution DEMwithout vertical bias, even snow depth
estimates for single footprints agree within ca. 1 m with measured snow depths.

ICESat data has been used on mountain glaciers before, but the methods
lacked validation and its representativeness was questioned. On the example
of southern Norway, this work shows that ICESat’s sampling is indeed able
to capture a regional glacier elevation change signal that corresponds to the
regionally averaged glacier mass balance — but certain conditions have to be
fulfilled: not only the combined sample of the entire acquisition period, also
the sample of each individual campaign needs to correctly represent the regional
glaciers and other influencing factors. This is not necessarily the case, since
the ICESat ground tracks vary in space. The spatial sample distribution thus
differs for each campaign. Inconsistent sampling of the glacier hypsometry or
spatially varying vertical DEM offsets bear the greatest bias potential. A new
per-glacier correction is introduced that effectively removes the influence of such
DEM bias. The improved method is applied in HMA, where a new spatial
zonation reveals a spatially diverse pattern of glacier changes with more detail
than previous estimates. Locally very different behaviour can be attributed to
greatly varying glacier sensitivity to precipitation and changes thereof. In the
2003–2008 period, glaciers were thinning everywhere in HMA except for the
Kunlun Shan and northwestern Tibetan Plateau: In this extremely dry region,
a step-increase of precipitation around the year 2000 caused glaciers to thicken
in the period covered by ICESat.

The methods presented in this thesis can also be employed in other remote
mountain areas to estimate snow depths or glacier changes at a regional scale.
Accurate elevation data that do not contain spatially varying DEM bias, e.g.
from airborne lidar or upcoming global DEMs such as the TanDEM-X DEM,
have the potential to greatly decrease the uncertainty of the methods. Data
from the ceased ICESat mission only provides a snapshot of the short time span
between 2003 and 2009, but the methods will be useful also for data provided
by the upcoming ICESat-2 mission.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The role of glaciers and snow
Atmospheric warming has a heavy impact on the entire cryosphere, the frozen
part of the Earth. With the world’s growing population, the interest in studying
the different elements of the cryosphere is higher than ever before: To prepare
for further changes to come, we need knowledge and in-depth understanding of
the status quo.

Glaciers and snow are attractive landscape elements many people relate to
personally. Especially in mountain areas, they are the source of great recre-
ational joys — but also of hazards such as avalanches or glacier lake outburst
floods, threatening the live and infrastructure of mountain communities (Kääb,
2005; Richardson and Reynolds, 2000). Snow cover interacts with the climate
through albedo feedbacks. Its role as a boundary layer between the air and the
ground determines permafrost conditions and affects the local vegetation and
ecosystem (Dietz et al., 2012). And only where there is sufficient snow, gla-
ciers can exist. They helped shape valleys and moraines, and their persistent
existence may have a stabilising effect on steep valley rock walls (Fischer et al.,
2006, 2013). Both forms of frozen water have an extremely important role in
the world’s hydrological cycle (Viviroli et al., 2007). Meltwater from glaciers
and snow shape the annual river runoff cycle, also for areas and communities
far downstream. That water is needed for drinking, electricity and irrigation.
Thereby, the runoff timing and flow volumes are key for a constant, reliable
supply — or floods and water shortage during low flows. Finally, even far away
from glacierised catchments, coastal communities and authorities alike are con-
cerned about sea level rise, partly caused by the ice that melted from thinning
and retreating glaciers in distant mountain areas (Meier et al., 2007; Gardner
et al., 2013; Marzeion et al., 2015).
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(a) Skiers on Uranosbreen, Norway (1800
m a.s.l.)

(b) Carrying up gear to build a weather
station on Yala glacier, Langtang Himal,
Nepal (5300 m a.s.l.).

Figure 1.1: Glaciers in Norway and the Himalayas

The role and importance of glaciers and snow is not the same everywhere
in the world, nor is the status quo of knowledge. Norway is probably one
of the countries where they are monitored best: through a dense network of
weather stations, regular snow measurements, and a well set-up glacier mass
balance program with records reaching many decades back (Fleig et al., 2013;
NVE, 2016). This is maybe not surprising, as these phenomenons dominate
the landscape — and thus the life of the people — for large parts of the year.
They are a part of the country’s cultural identity, and an important resource.
Irrigation may not be a prime issue in that rather rainy clime, but floods or
hydropower are — also economically, hence the intense monitoring efforts.

In most other great mountain areas, the situation is a different one — in
High Mountain Asia (HMA) in particular. There, most people live on the
plains below the mountain ranges surrounding the Tibetan Plateau (TP), where
conditions are much less harsh than in the rugged, difficult to access mountain
areas (fig. 1.1b). When asked about glaciers, people in HMA and surrounding
areas do not enthuse about beautiful landscapes and skiing as the Norwegians
do (fig. 1.1a), they think mostly of water. Melt water from the mountain cryo-
sphere is of the utmost importance in the arid, continental climate with adjacent
lowlands (Kaser et al., 2010). The lowland populations of HMA depend greatly
on the water originating from high elevations all year long, not only during the
peak precipitation seasons. Whereas spring snow melt mainly has a delaying
effect on runoff on a seasonal scale (e.g. Gurung et al., 2017), glaciers act as a
long-term storage system for water — providing consistent supplies for years or
even centuries (Jansson et al., 2003; Bolch et al., 2012).
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While the public interest and impact of cryosphere-related changes may be
huge, the scarcity of data is of a real concern. The remoteness and inaccessibil-
ity of many mountain areas in the world cause severe limits to our knowledge
both about snow amounts at high altitudes and the state and fate of glaciers. In
HMA, there are few direct measurements from weather stations, barely any in-
formation on snow depths, and only a handful of glaciers have been visited and
studied repeatedly (WGMS, 2016). Even in Norway with its comparably dense
network of measurements, interpolation and modelling are needed to paint a
regional, spatially resolved picture of snow depths or glacier changes.

For regional studies, remotely sensed data is the solution to data gaps from
missing in-situ observations — in particular data from spaceborne missions. In-
accessibility and remoteness do not impede a satellite in orbit. Spaceborne data
has of course a major shortcoming: it completely fails to provide the in-situ
impressions and understanding gained from a field visit. Its great strength, on
the other hand, lies in giving a spatial overview by covering a much larger area
more extensively than field observations possibly can. With this advantage, re-
mote sensing data is the method of choice to map the current state and ongoing
changes of mountain glaciers and snow.

Spaceborne remote sensing data contribute to our knowledge about the
cryosphere in several ways: i) the current extent of glaciers and snow-covered
area is visible in optical imagery, ii) glacier movements are retrieved from e.g.
correlating time-offset optical or radar imagery, iii) optical or radar backscatter
data can provide information on snow/ice surface conditions such as impur-
ities or moisture content that determine the surface energy balance, and iv)
mass changes are provided directly from gravimetric data on very coarse scale
or v) indirectly from volumetric changes using elevation data with different
timestamps. This work focuses on the latter of the five. Changes in ice/snow
volumes have the most direct use from a hydrology/runoff point of view, as
they directly translate into water that flows down the rivers that sustain low-
land populations. In mountainous areas, glacier volume changes are commonly
derived from Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) from spaceborne stereo-photo-
grammetry or interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), albeit with
some limitations discussed later. Laser altimetry provides an alternative way
to estimate not only regional glacier volume changes but also snow depths.
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dh ICESat - DEM

Figure 1.2: Elevation differences (dh) between ICESat footprints and a reference DEM
on a mountain glacier.

1.2 Objectives
It is the purpose of this work to show how spaceborne laser altimetry can be
used to monitor mountain glaciers and snow on a regional scale. Thereby, refer-
ence elevations from DEMs are compared with surface elevation measurements
from ICESat (fig. 1.2), a laser satellite operational between 2003 and 2009. For
ICESat data acquired on snow-covered, stable ground, the elevation differences
(dh) between the two datasets correspond to snow depths. Glaciers change their
surface elevation according to mass balance and flow dynamics, thus increasing
(decreasing) dh with time indicate glacier thickening (thinning). Uncertainties
in both elevation datasets require grouping of measurements and corrections to
remove bias. These topics are expanded on in the publications.

The two study areas — Norway and HMA — differ not only in the role
glaciers and snow have for the local communities, but also in availability of
reference and validation data. ‘Regional’, as we use the term here, thus occupies
a scale range stretching roughly from a river catchment to an entire continent.
The work resulted in three publications, two of which are published and one in
preparation. The main research objectives are:

• Show how space laser altimetry can provide valuable volumetric informa-
tion on the cryosphere in mountainous terrain, namely glaciers and snow.

• Illustrate the potential of such satellite-based measurements on a spatial
scale range dominated by modelled data, through the unique combina-
tion of very localised, direct surface elevation measurements and regional
summarising.
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• Discuss uncertainties in (global) elevation datasets that affect ICESat-based
volume change studies, and propose solutions to reduce bias caused by
these uncertainties.

1.3 Outline
To introduce the publications, this prologue provides an overview over space-
based methods to measure surface elevation, available elevation products, and
associated uncertainties (chapter 2). A separate chapter (3) is dedicated to the
ICESat mission and data. Existing methods for glacier and snow applications are
reviewed, with special attention to the challenges from applications in moun-
tainous terrain (this work) versus flatter surfaces such as ice sheets (most previ-
ous studies). Chapter 4 summarises the two journal articles and the manuscript
that are the result of this work. Finally, chapter 5 places the main findings in a
broader context and proposes directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Methods to measure the surface
elevation of snow and ice

The last century was the century where the Earth was mapped (Collier, 2002).
After World War I, the introduction of the airplane suddenly expanded the pos-
sibilities to fill white spots on the maps. The wealth of satellite data emerging in
recent decades, and continuing to grow exponentially, again revolutionised our
knowledge of the Earth’s surface. Both imagery data (e.g. photogrammetry),
ranging methods (laser, radar) and combinations thereof (SAR interferometry)
are being used — locally and increasingly also globally.

This chapter provides an overview of methods to measure the Earth’s surface
elevation and the data they produce. The focus lies on data and products relev-
ant for the regional-scale applications presented in this work, i.e. satellite-based
elevation data and products available globally or for the two study sites.

2.1 Stereo methods
Photogrammetry is the practice of measuring objects or landscapes from pho-
tographic imagery, using perspective. Geometry and perspective are principles
that were known already to Leonardo Da Vinci in the fifteenth century. Photo-
grammetry is thus the oldest of the techniques described here, and undoubtedly
the most familiar to everyone: our eyes use the same trick to see a three-
dimensional world from two images with slightly different perspective, a pro-
cess also called stereoscopy (fig. 2.1). Not long after photography was invented
stereo-photography came, too. Soon enough, cameras were put on board air-
planes, later on board satellites such as SPOT or ASTER, to take pictures of
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the Earth from multiple perspectives so that our planet could be mapped and
measured thoroughly.

For decades, operators used stereoscopes (and their eyes) to measure perspec-
tive-related differences and displacements of two overlapping images — before
computers came, doing essentially the same from digital imagery, but faster.
These displacements, also called stereo parallaxes, reveal object heights and ter-
rain elevation differences, given that the camera position and view angles are
known (e.g. Toutin, 2001). The process of generating a DEM from satellite or
aerial imagery requires good image contrast and the presence of distinct features
that can be matched.

Figure 2.1: The principle of stereo-photogrammetry

Regional-scale DEMs from photogrammetric methods are nearly always ba-
sed on optical imagery but also radar images can be used for this purpose. Those
techniques and commonDEM products are introduced below. On a much smal-
ler spatial scale, Structure from Motion (SfM) techniques in combination with
drones and other unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are on the rise for the pro-
duction of high-resolution Digital Surface Models (DSMs) (Toth and Jóźków,
2016). Thereby, a moving camera takes dozens to thousands of pictures of a
scene or an object that are subsequently combined into a single surface model,
a process that until recently was too computationally expensive to be practical.
DSM from SfM techniques are employed for local studies on (parts of) glaciers
(Bhardwaj et al., 2016a; Girod et al., 2017) or snow depths in small catchments
(Bühler et al., 2016), but are currently not useful or practical for the regional
scale this work is focused on.
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2.1.1 Optical stereo-photogrammetry
Stereo-photogrammetry requires at least two images of the same area. For air-
/spaceborne applications, the most practical way to achieve this is to use the
motion of the carrier to acquire images along-track, with a different perspect-
ive on the surface topography and just a few seconds apart. The systems have
typically several sensors acquiring imagery simultaneously, but pointing in dif-
ferent directions — for example a nadir- and a backward-looking camera (e.g.
ASTER), or a forward- and a backward-looking camera (e.g. SPOT-5). Newer
spaceborne systems achieve the same result using only one camera with pointing
ability so that several images can be acquired from different view angles during
a single overpass (e.g. Pléiades). A small view angle, i.e. the camera pointing
nearly straight down (nadir direction), is preferable to avoid steep topography
being shaded from the camera view. At the same time, the distance between
the two acquisition points (baseline) needs to be sufficient to cause a difference
in perspective. The base-to-height ratio (B/H ratio) thus defines the sensitivity
of the stereo geometry to elevation differences (Toutin, 2008). Stereo systems
can cause steep mountain slopes to be obscured from view in one of the images
which makes it impossible to interpret the surface/elevation of these areas (e.g.
ASTER, sect. 2.1.3). To avoid areas with undefined topography in DEMs, tri-
stereo systems have three look angles, pointing in forward, nadir and backward
direction. This ensures that also steep topography is covered by at least two
images. Tri-stereo and multi-stereo geometries with even more look angles are
used in modern airborne sensors and some spaceborne systems (e.g. Pléiades,
sect. 2.1.5).

It is also possible to create DEMs from cross-track stereo imagery, acquired
from neighbouring orbits (e.g. SPOT 1–4, or the Landsat/Sentinel-2 satellites).
However, this setup is rarely used nowadays as it is more error-prone and less ac-
curate (e.g. Altena and Kääb, 2017). The time offset of days rather than seconds
makes the images less similar and thus harder to correlate, and the more com-
plicated viewing geometry requires two-dimensional correlation in comparison
to the more efficient (and more fail-proof) one-dimensional correlation of along-
track stereo pairs (Colvocoresses, 1982).

To create accurate DEMs, camera lenses and sensors must not have distor-
tions, or these must be known and removed mathematically. Otherwise the
distortions will be mistaken as parallaxes and bias the calculated terrain elev-
ations. The same is true for any other factor that influences the viewing geo-
metry — for spaceborne systems, for example, the effect of Earth’s curvature
and rotation between two time-lagged image acquisitions along orbit (Toutin,
2004). To generate accurate DEMs from satellite stereo pairs, image metadata
about the sensor optics and accurate position and pointing direction is usually
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combined with a satellite orbital model (Toutin, 2004) and ground control that
ties the DEM to an absolute reference system. Ground control may consist
of manually set Ground Control Points (GCPs) or earlier acquired imagery
that is used as a reference for image co-registration. Typical elevation errors of
stereo-photogrammetric DEMs are blunders in areas lacking correlation (water,
featureless surfaces) or that are obscured from view in one of the two images.
Elevation-dependent elevation bias is also fairly common, i.e. that valleys are
consistently too low and mountain tops too high at the same time, or vice versa.
Such bias is caused by imperfect parametrisation of the geometric setting, such
as from an unfavourable distribution of GCPs (e.g. Berthier et al., 2004; Kääb,
2008), and can be corrected by fitting a linear or polynomial relationship to
elevation differences and elevation (Nuth and Kääb, 2011). In general, relative
elevation accuracy compared to the surrounding area in the DEM is higher than
the absolute elevation accuracy of a point.

Optical stereo-photogrammetry has two main limitations: i) the need for
cloud-free conditions, and ii) correlation failure where image contrast is low.
Optical sensors use the visible and near-infrared (VNIR) part of the light spec-
trumwhich does not penetrate through clouds. Since surface topography stimu-
lates cloud formation, mountain areas have naturally more cloud cover and thus
less favourable conditions for optical mapping. Most non-commercial satellite
missions have fixed view angles and repeat cycles of around two weeks— which
greatly reduces the number of (potentially) cloud-free scenes that can be used
for DEM generation, a major disadvantage especially for studies of the moun-
tain cryosphere. For that reason, many commercial satellites (sect. 2.1.5) can
adjust their pointing direction to target requested areas whenever the oppor-
tunity arises.

The process of DEM generation requires the existence of distinct features
or patterns that can be matched by correlation algorithms. This is in particular
an issue on very bright and featureless surfaces such as fresh snow that causes
sensors to saturate. Thus, DEMs tend to be less accurate on glacier accumula-
tion parts or other snow-covered areas — another disadvantage in particular for
mountain cryospheric applications. The problem is greatest for older sensors as
these tend to have lower radiometric resolution due to limited on-board storage
and downlink bandwith capacities (sect. 2.1.3, 2.1.4). Despite these disadvant-
ages, DEMs from optical stereo-photogrammetry remain the most common and
widespread elevation datasets globally. In sections 2.1.2–2.1.5, a few sensors and
products that are relevant in the context of this work are introduced in greater
detail.
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Figure 2.2: Patchwork of approximate DEM ages (colour scale) in the southern Norway
study area, using the update timestamp of the elevation contours at 1:50 000 map scale
(layer N50_høyde_L) as a proxy. Darker areas indicate glaciers. The DEM is updated
continuously and this map (DEM from ~2012) does not necessarily reflect the latest
DEM timestamps.

2.1.2 Topographic maps from aerial imagery
Worldwide, most national topographic maps and DEMs are based on airborne
stereo imagery. Explorer spirit and the surge of new technological advances
resulted in the first complete mapping of the globe in the course of the last
century, to a substantial degree thanks to analogue aerial photography (Collier,
2002). Since then, national campaigns with modern, digital camera systems
may have made the national elevation data more accurate, finely resolved, and
up to date, or not — depending on the size and budget of a country. In any
case, different processing sub-units of national maps/DEMs usually stem from
different dates, and elevation quality tends to be of lower quality for mountain
areas than for populated places. Also in Norway, data from 1:50 000 maps are
the source for the national elevation data, albeit merged with more detailed
information, where available (primarily in the densely populated areas), and
updated continuously (Kartverket, 2016). The dataset is thus a patchwork in
time (fig. 2.2), with elevation measurements of some remote areas in Norway
dating back to the sixties. Historical maps and elevation datasets are invaluable
for glacier change studies, as long as the spatial units of a certain time stamp are
well known. Where this is not the case and surface elevations change over time,
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date differences in elevation data can hamper glacier elevation/volume change
studies (e.g. in Switzerland; Fischer et al., 2015, or in Norway; Publication I).
The topographic maps of Norway serve as the main reference DEM for ICESat-
based dh in Publications I and II.

2.1.3 ASTER stereo imagery and GDEM
The Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (AS-
TER) on board the Terra (EOS AM-1) spacecraft is an along-track pushbroom
stereo sensor that provides nadir imagery at resolutions between 15 m and 90 m
in the VNIR, short-wave infrared (SWIR) and thermal infrared (TIR) (Yamagu-
chi et al., 1998). The instrument is a joint project between Japanese institu-
tions and the US space agency NASA. It has been in orbit since 1999, provid-
ing a unique record of stereo-imagery time series with consistent quality. The
backward-looking camera responsible for its stereo capabilities has only one
near-infrared (NIR) band and acquires images with 27.6° off-nadir angle, ap-
proximately one minute after the nadir-pointing sensors scanned the same area
on the ground (Hirano et al., 2003). The setup allows for vertical accuracies of
±15–30 m (Toutin, 2008), twice as much in mountainous terrain (Kääb, 2002).
The large off-nadir angle leads to heavy distortions on steep north-facing slopes
not visible in the back-looking band. Since ASTER is an older instrument, it
suffers from a low radiometric resolution (8 bit), resulting in lack of contrast
on snow. It also experiences spacecraft attitude angle variations that lead to geo-
metric distortions both within and between the nadir- and backward-looking
images. The so-called jitter from satellite vibrations, at wavelengths of approx-
imately 4 km and 30 km along-track, is not measured by on-board angle mon-
itoring systems and causes noise and elevation bias of up to tens of metres that
severely hamper the use of ASTER DEMs e.g. for glacier volume change studies
(Nuth and Kääb, 2011; Girod et al., 2016). Despite all errors and uncertain-
ties, ASTER DEMs have been widely and successfully used within glaciology
(Toutin, 2008).

In effort to get rid of errors, not least from non-systematic distortions,
time series stacks of DEMs were used to produce the time-averaged ASTER
Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM). DEM time stacks were also used
to retrieve (glacier) surface elevation change trends from linear regression of
multi-temporal ASTER DEM elevations (Berthier et al., 2016) using a similar
approach as this work (Publications I and III), and recently as well to remove
the bias in individual DEMs by means of a time-integrated DEM generation
processing chain (Girod et al., 2016). The latter has great potential to retro-
spectively improve the quality of ASTER DEMs to a degree that makes this
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data more suitable for glacier volume change studies, or other applications with
similar accuracy requirements and the need of a distinct timestamp.
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Figure 2.3: Langtang, Nepal: Hillshade views of global DEMs of comparable spatial
resolution. The white/flat grey areas correspond to data gaps. The moraines of south-
flowing, debris-covered Lirung glacier are clearly visible. Yala glacier (fig. 1.1) is located
at the right edge of the image, south-facing.

The ASTER GDEM versions 1 and 2 (version 3 is upcoming; Gesch et al.,
2016) are freely available, global (up to 83° latitude) elevation datasets at 30
m posting (the effective spatial resolution is two to three times lower; Tachi-
kawa et al., 2011a). They were produced without ground control points from
stacked and averaged DEMs based on more than a million ASTER scenes ac-
quired since 2000 (Tachikawa et al., 2011b). The GDEM2 is considered an im-
provement in actual spatial resolution and vertical accuracy, but is still noisy
(fig. 2.3c) and has elevation errors of several metres, including errors of up
to tens of metres in rugged terrain. Both products are of limited use for gla-
cier volume change studies due to the averaging of surface elevations from an
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entire decade. They continue to be used within glaciology nevertheless, for
example to model glacier surface topography for which absolute elevation ac-
curacy is less of a concern (e.g. Frey and Paul, 2012) — but have also been
used to fill in no-data voids in one of the SRTM DEM products (sect. 2.3.2),
which is more problematic for volume change studies as it introduces uncer-
tainty about the surface elevation time stamp into the dataset that is not obvious
to the user.

2.1.4 ALOS PRISM stereo-imagery and World 3D-30m DSM
The Panchromatic Remote-sensing Instrument for Stereo Mapping (PRISM) in-
strument on board the Japanese commercial Advanced Land Observing Satellite
(ALOS) acquired panchromatic tri-stereo imagery at 2.5 m spatial resolution
(Shimada et al., 2010) between 2006 and 2011. Like the ASTER GDEM, time
stacks of ALOS/PRISM data were merged into a global DSM at a much finer
resolution of 5 m, called ALOS World 3D DSM (Takaku et al., 2014) — albeit
for purchase only at that resolution. A coarser version of the DSM at 30 m
spatial resolution, called ALOS World 3D-30m DSM (AW3D30), is distributed
free of charge and seems to outperform both the ASTER GDEM and SRTM
DEM products (sect. 2.3.2) in terms of actual spatial resolution and vertical ac-
curacy (fig. 2.3d, Tadono et al., 2016). The temporal merging of six years of
data plus large data gaps in particular in mountainous areas (due to cloud cover
and correlation failure on snow — owing to the limited 8-bit radiometric resol-
ution; Shimada et al., 2010), i.e. the same limitations as for the ASTER GDEM,
make also this DEM of limited use for glacier volume change studies. On stable
terrain, however, the ALOS DSM (even at 30 m resolution) is a promising can-
didate as a reference DEM for regional snow depth studies such as presented for
Norway in this thesis (Publication II).

2.1.5 High-resolution sensors
Several commercial satellite companies offer stereo/tri-stereo imagery at high
spatial resolutions of ca. 0.3–6 m that are suitable for local DEM studies. De-
signed to be maximally flexible in targeting customised locations, most of these
satellites have only one sensor that can be pointed forward/backward (and also
to the side) to acquire the same target area on ground twice or more during
a single overpass (e.g. the IKONOS or WorldView satellites). Interest in this
originally quite costly data has grown in the last few years due to improved ac-
cessibility (Berthier et al., 2014). The most versatile for DEM applications are
systems that allow tri- or multi-stereo acquisitions, such as the Pléiades twin
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satellites and also the most recent satellites in the SPOT series. These platforms
are especially interesting for researchers in Europe which are given preferential
purchase conditions through the ISIS programme of the French Space Agency
CNES. The Pléiades satellites were launched in 2011 and 2012 and provide a
tri-stereo VNIR imagery at 0.7–2.6 m spatial resolution (Gleyzes et al., 2012).
A radiometric resolution of 12 bit makes the data superior to e.g. ASTER or
ALOS data over bright areas such as glaciers, where Pléiades data is being used
increasingly (Berthier et al., 2014). A recent study shows that the horizontal
and vertical accuracy are sufficient even for snow depth studies (Marti et al.,
2016), albeit for much smaller areas (a mountain creek catchment) than the
regional scale of this work (Publication II).

The Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre (SPOT) program consists of a
series of high-resolution, commercial satellites with a multispectral pushbroom
sensor in the VNIR. SPOT 1–4 provided imagery at 10–20 m spatial resolution
as early as in the 80s and 90s that were widely used to create DEMs from cross-
track stereo-photogrammetry. In 2002, the launch of SPOT-5 with multiple
imaging systems on-board opened up for along-track stereo-photogrammetry at
2.5–10 m resolution (Toutin, 2006), later continued by SPOT-6 and 7 that also
provide tri-stereo mode and an even higher spatial resolution of 1.5–6 m. Their
high vertical accuracy make DEMs from SPOT-5 and its successors suitable for
local glacier volume change studies (e.g. Berthier and Toutin, 2008). During the
fourth International Polar Year (2007–2009), the SPOT-5 stereoscopic survey
of Polar Ice: Reference Images and Topographies (SPIRIT) project enabled the
collection of a large archive of SPOT-5 stereo-imagery over polar icemasses that
so far lacked topographic data of sufficient quality (Korona et al., 2009).

While important for local DEM differencing studies, the small spatial ex-
tent of high-resolution stereo imagery make them not directly applicable on the
regional scale of this work.

2.1.6 Radargrammetry
Stereo-photogrammetry from two radar images, also called radargrammetry,
essentially follows the same principle as for optical stereo-photogrammetry.
While far less frequently used, the technique has already been applied to air-
borne imagery to generate DEMs in cloud-infested areas (Leberl, 1976) and has
again become popular with the availability of new SAR satellites (Toutin and
Gray, 2000). Side-looking radar is sensitive to topography as the sent radar
pulses are first reflected off higher elevations and slopes facing the sensor (fig.
2.4). Topography in radar imagery looks thus as if it had been folded towards
the sensor — the so-called foreshortening, most pronounced on the far side of
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Figure 2.4: A side-looking radar determines the distance to the ground from the time
(t) that has passed between the sent and received microwave pulse. The signal is first
reflected off areas close to the sensor and at higher elevations.

the image in across-track direction. SAR systems are thus more sensitive to in-
cidence angles than VNIR sensors, and DEM accuracy decreases linearly with
increasing slope (Toutin, 2002). Radargrammetry is less prone to image decor-
relation than interferometry (sect. 2.3) and in relatively flat terrain, the newest
civil SAR systems achieve elevation accuracies of 4–5 m (e.g. COSMO-SkyMed,
RADARSAT-2 and TerraSAR-X with metric spatial resolution; Capaldo et al.,
2015). Radar waves penetrate clouds and are independent of daylight which
makes them useful for DEM acquisition, in particular in cloudy areas or during
the polar night. To date, only a few glacier volume change studies used radar-
grammetry (e.g. Papasodoro et al., 2016; Toutin et al., 2013) and no regional-
scale radargrammetry DEM products exist.

2.2 Altimetry
Altimetry is the measurement of height or altitude, in this context by using
active systems such as lidar (in the VNIR part of the light spectrum) and radar
(microwaves). The time lag between the emitted laser/radar wave pulse and
the recorded pulse (reflected off the surface) corresponds to the two-way travel
time between sensor and ground surface (fig. 2.5). Rather than image data,
these systems record point clouds (scanners) or profiles (profiler systems that
usually point straight down). Individual elevation data is acquired within a
ground footprint that is very small for airborne lidar, up to tens of metres in
diameter for spaceborne lidar, and hundreds of metres to several kilometres for
spaceborne radar.
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Figure 2.5: Altimetry uses the two-way travel time (t) of a sent and received pulse to
derive the distance to the ground.

Airborne lidar systems and radar altimetry (in particular spaceborne) are
frequently used to monitor the cryosphere. These techniques are introduced in
detail below. In contrast, there are (were) very few spaceborne laser missions.
Apart from ICESat, to which a separate chapter is dedicated (chapter 3), only
two other lidar altimetry systems have been in space: The Lidar In-space Tech-
nology Experiment (LITE), an experimental system on board the 12-day STS-64
mission in September 1994 (Winker et al., 1996), and the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) mission targeted to
atmosphere applications, a profiling system in orbit since April 2006 (Winker
et al., 2009). Apart from aerosol/atmosphere studies, CALIPSO has been used
to detect thick layers of blowing snow in Antarctica (Palm et al., 2011) — which
is probably the closest link to the cryospheric applications discussed in this
work. Volume change studies of glaciers or snow depths are unfortunately made
impossible by its vertical resolution of only 30 m. Spaceborne lidar systems are
an active research and development topic within the atmospheric sciences and
further missions are in preparation (Reitebuch et al., 2009; Burrows et al., 2011).
While terrestrial lidar/radar systems that are e.g. mounted on a tripod are fre-
quently used, too, they are less relevant for the scope of this work and thus not
further discussed here.

2.2.1 Airborne lidar
Lidar stands for Light Detection and Ranging, a principle that has been known
already since the first half of the 20th century. However, lidar systems only
became affordable and more widely used in the last 15 years and the technology
still continues to advance (Bhardwaj et al., 2016b; Toth and Jóźków, 2016).
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Airborne lidar systems used for geoscience applications are usually so-called
laser scanners that use rotating mirrors to distribute narrow-beam laser pulses
over a larger swath instead of a single profile line. In newer systems, the entire
waveform of the received pulse is recorded rather than a single arrival event.
Pointing direction and the position of the aircraft need to be known with very
high accuracy to compute the exact location of where each sent/received pulse
was reflected off the ground. Nowadays, Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS), such as the Global Positioning System (GPS), and an Internal Meas-
urement Unit (IMU) are used on board the aircraft. They are often combined
with post-acquisition co-registration with existing elevation data or GCPs, typ-
ically measured with differential GPS (DGPS) techniques in the field (Toth and
Jóźków, 2016). The spatial resolution is determined by the density of the res-
ulting point cloud, typically 0.5–10 pts/m2. Point clouds are often integrated to
gridded DSMs to remove redundancy and for easier computational handling in
combination with other gridded data. Airborne lidar DSMs achieve centimetre-
scale elevation accuracy and are thus useful for applications with high accuracy
requirements or small elevation differences. The technique is thus especially
popular for snow depth and snow distribution studies and has also been used
in dozens of glacier volume change studies (Deems et al., 2013; Bhardwaj et al.,
2016b). As active systems, lasers are not dependent on neither GCPs nor day-
light, and sample sunlit and shaded areas equally well — i.e. they may be used
on featureless, bright surfaces, also during the polar night or in unfortunate
illumination conditions. This is an advantage compared to photogrammetry,
where especially SfM techniques from drones achieve similar spatial resolutions
and accuracies (Bühler et al., 2015; Toth and Jóźków, 2016).

The price tag of airborne lidar acquisitions make this technique affordable
mainly for private companies or national authorities. Several states in Europe
mapped their entire country with lidar data, among these are also Sweden and
Finland. Norway has now started such a project (Kartverket, 2017) as the need
of accurate elevation data is large in that rugged country. The technique is
established not least within cryospheric applications: the Norwegian Water Re-
sources and Energy Directorate (NVE) mapped selected glaciers with laser scans
in 2009 and 2013 for mass balance studies (NVE, 2016) and the Hardangervidda
area in 2008/2009 for snow studies (Melvold and Skaugen, 2013). The latter
dataset served as high-resolution reference data for a small spatial area in Public-
ations I and II.

Apart from pulse-based laser scanning, a few other laser systems exist (Toth
and Jóźków, 2016) that are not currently used on board aircrafts — except for
one: The Multiple Altimeter Beam Experimental Lidar (MABEL) is a photon-
counting airborne instrument that was built as a simulator for the ICESat-2
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mission (section 3.3). Rather than sending out strong laser pulses at lower fre-
quency (pulse-based systems), photon-counting lasers send out weak pulses at
higher frequency and record each individual photon arriving at the detector
(Degnan, 2002). Noise filtering techniques are used to extract the ground reflec-
tion signal from ambient photon background noise (Horan and Kerekes, 2013).
MABEL is primarily used to understand and prepare methods for the upcom-
ing ICESat-2 data (e.g. Horan and Kerekes, 2013; Kwok et al., 2016; Brunt et al.,
2016).

2.2.2 Radar altimetry
Radar (Radio Detection and Ranging) has been known since the interwar pe-
riod, in the beginning mainly for military applications (Barton, 1984). The
first microwave satellite dedicated to Earth observation was NASA’s SEASAT,
operational during three months in 1978, that carried a radar altimeter, among
other instruments (Born et al., 1979). The last three decades experienced a
surge of spaceborne radar altimetry missions, primarily targeted to measure sea
surface level and oceanographic parameters but also other vast, flat surfaces such
as sea ice or ice sheets. Flat surfaces are needed because of the large footprint
of single-pulse radar systems: Microwaves cannot be focused to the same degree
as laser beams, thus footprints are typically several kilometers in diameter —
and the recorded surface elevation corresponds to the first (strong) reflector hit
by the transmitted pulse anywhere in that footprint (e.g. Levinsen et al., 2016).
While altimeters point straight down, the Point of Closest Approach (POCA)
does not necessarily correspond to the nadir point wherever there is topography
(fig. 2.5) or surface reflectivity varies strongly spatially.

To improve the information content and spatial resolution, systems such
as the Synthetic Aperture Interferometric Radar Altimeter (SIRAL) on board
CryoSat-2, an environmental research satellite by the European Space Agency
ESA, use frequency-modulated pulses with SAR processing and interferomet-
ric methods (see sect. 2.3) that allow for improved along-track resolution and
more accurate location of surface returns (Wingham et al., 2006). The multi-
frequency received waveforms provide more information per footprint and thus
not only the POCA elevation but also secondary elevation measurements, usu-
ally referred to as the swath (Gray et al., 2013). This allows the application
of CryoSat-2 data also for smaller ice bodies with more prominent (but con-
vex) topography, e.g. ice caps in Iceland (Foresta et al., 2016). Valley glaciers in
mountains with large elevation differences are more problematic, not least due
to on-board software that determines the expected elevation range, i.e. when
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the receiver antenna is ‘listening’ — which is usually at the elevation of moun-
tain crests/peaks, not valley bottoms (Dehecq et al., 2013). CryoSat-2 data
are therefore not suitable as reference elevations for ICESat applications, but
provide results at a comparable spatial scale. Similar to ICESat applications
in mountainous terrain, radar altimetry processing requires a-priori knowledge
about the surface topography and data processing methods are still improving.

Radar systems have similar advantages over optical photogrammetry as lidar
systems do and are thus a natural choice on featureless, flat ice surfaces. In ad-
dition, radar waves penetrate clouds. Least affected by rain and clouds are the
low-frequency bands (C, X) which however also have larger penetration depths
in snow and ice (sect. 2.3.1). Most radar altimeters use a dual-band system with
a high-frequency band (Ku-band, fig. 2.8) for increased range accuracy and a
second, low-frequency band (C, S) to assess the biasing influence of atmospheric
water vapour and the ionosphere on radar wave transmission times.

Within airborne radar altimetry, the most common application is the deriv-
ation of ice thickness from (low-frequency) radar that penetrates dry ice. Also
sub-surface ice layers that correspond to past summer surfaces in (dry) firn may
be mapped, for example with the experimental ASIRAS instrument that was
developed as the airborne equivalent of CryoSat-2’s SIRAL instrument (Lentz
et al., 2002). The same may be achieved with ground-based radar systems at
lower costs but also limited spatial coverage (e.g. Brandt et al., 2008).

2.3 SAR Interferometry
Imaging microwave systems came up after World War II with the invention
of side-looking radar systems that illuminate a wide swath (fig. 2.4), shortly
followed by side-looking Synthetic Aperture Radar (Toth and Jóźków, 2016).
SAR systems use frequency-modulated pulses (the chirp) and the Doppler effect
to greatly improve spatial resolution compared to single-pulse altimetry. Mod-
ern civil spaceborne sensors can achieve metre-scale spatial accuracies. The first
spaceborne SAR instrument was on board the SEASAT mission (Fu and Holt,
1982), followed by ESA’s European Remote Sensings (ERSs) satellites in the
90s.

Of the received microwave pulses, SAR systems record the travel time, amp-
litude (the strength of the signal), and phase as the fraction (0–2π) of the radar
wavelength. The latter is of little use for one image alone, but very valuable for
an image pair acquired from two slightly offset positions, the so-called baseline
(Graham, 1974, fig. 2.6). Phase differences between such an interferometric im-
age pair correspond to a difference in range, typically caused by topography. By
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Figure 2.6: The phase difference in the recorded microwaves of two sensors relates to
terrain heights and movement.

unwrapping the 0–2π phase cycles (fringes), Interferometric Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (InSAR) is used to produce very accurate DEMs — or also to detect
surface movement in line of sight (slant range). Temporal baselines, i.e. image
pairs from different dates, reveal surface displacement such as from slope move-
ments or an earthquake, given the surface elevations are known from before
(fig. 2.7).

InSAR requires much smaller temporal and spatial baselines (tens to hun-
dreds of metres) than radargrammetry (sect. 2.1.6). A large temporal offset in-
creases the probability for changes in the surface properties in the scene, such as
from precipitation or vegetation growth, that lead to image decorrelation (Zeb-
ker and Villasenor, 1992). The rather short revisit times of some of the 90s’
SAR missions and in particular the 1995–1996 tandem mode of the two ERS
satellites (one day revisit) thus provided the first important source of interfero-
metric data for global DEM production (Rott, 2009). For the same reason, air-
borne interferometric systems usually have two antennas mounted at a distance
to each other (single-pass interferometry), a setup that eliminates any temporal
decorrelation problems.

The ideal length of the spatial baseline depends on the surface topography/
roughness and microwave frequency used. Longer baselines cause narrower
fringes and are thus more sensitive to topography, but when a critical baseline
is exceeded, the fringes can no longer be separated (e.g. from ca. 1150 m on
flat surfaces for ERS’ C-band at a wavelength of ~5.6 cm; Ferretti et al., 2007).
Shorter radar wavelengths and larger elevation differences cause fringes to be-
come denser (fig. 2.7) and require thus shorter baselines (Rott, 2009).

Interferometric SAR allows for DEM generation with high spatial and el-
evation resolution and consistent performance. Airborne SAR systems with
interferometry capabilities are less frequently used than spaceborne InSAR sys-
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Figure 2.7: An interferogram from two time-offset Sentinel-1A scenes shows how sur-
face elevation changed due to the Gorkha Earthquake that struck Nepal on 25 April
2015. The cyclic colour fringes represent the relative phase difference, they are nar-
rowest where surface elevation changed most. The black square corresponds to the
Langtang area in fig. 2.3. Image credits: ESA

tems (e.g. RADARSAT, TerraSAR-X, Sentinel-1), not least due to the high cost
of airborne missions (Toth and Jóźków, 2016). Together with the 24/7 ad-
vantage of SAR compared to optical systems, it is not surprising that the tech-
nique has provided some of the most accurate and frequently used global DEM
products, namely from the TanDEM-X and the Shuttle Radio Topography Mis-
sion (SRTM) that are introduced below. However, in steep terrain, SAR per-
formance is not perfect either. Foreshortening and layover (areas shaded from
view in the side-looking geometry) lower data quality or cause gaps. Penetration
of radar waves into snow and ice add uncertainty to glacier surface elevations.
This issue has some implications for the use of InSAR-based DEMs as a reference
surface for ICESat applications (Publication III).

2.3.1 Penetration of electromagnetic radiation
Electromagnetic radiation to some degree penetrates into a material before all
of it is reflected or absorbed, but the penetration depth varies greatly depending
on the material and the wavelength/frequency. For the very short wavelengths
in the VNIR part of the electromagnetic spectrum, penetration depths are in
general very small and usually assumed to be zero— i.e. laser pulses are assumed
to be reflected off the surface of a material, and with our eyes we usually see the
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surfaces of objects except for very few transparent materials. Even for snow, a
material that transmits light relatively well, the vast majority of reflected VNIR
light comes from the top few cm (Deems et al., 2013). There is however little
data on this subject, and studies are on-going (Harding et al., 2015; Brunt et al.,
2016) on how the penetration may affect surface elevation measurements and
thus large-scale volume change studies with ICESat-2 (sect. 3.3).

Figure 2.8: Microwave bands, frequencies (after Toth and Jóźków, 2016) and magnitude
of penetration into dry ice/snow (approximate, after Müller, 2011; Gay and Ferro-
Famil, 2016).

The penetration situation is an entirely different one in the case of mi-
crowaves with millimetre- to metre-scale wavelengths (fig. 2.8). Microwave pen-
etration depth into materials with volume scattering — vegetation, snow/ice,
granular materials like sand, etc. — is greatest for low-frequency bands (L, C)
and lower for the higher frequencies that are typically used for radar altimetry
(Ku-, Ka-band). Penetration into snow/ice depends highly on the surface rough-
ness, material composition, granular structure and temperature (Müller, 2011;
Gay and Ferro-Famil, 2016). Also the presence of liquid water strongly affects
radar backscatter (Rott and Mätzler, 1987). For cold ice, penetration depths
>100 m were observed for L-band (Rignot et al., 2001) whereas the Ku-band
microwaves of Cryosat-2’s SIRAL are commonly assumed to only penetrate
through (dry) snow layers and reflect off the snow/ice interface (e.g. Armitage
and Ridout, 2015). Dedicated InSARmissions operate in frequencies in between
those extremes, such as the X-band (TanDEM-X, secondary SRTM-X antenna
pair) or C-band (SRTM-C main antennas). These bands have metre-scale pen-
etration depths on glaciers — assumingly larger in cold, dry accumulation areas
than on the rougher and wetter glacier tongues (Berthier et al., 2006, Public-
ation III). For the C-band, penetration depths <10 m have been observed on
glaciers (Rignot et al., 2001; Dall et al., 2001; Rott et al., 1993).
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Microwave penetration into snow/ice has to be taken into account for DEM
differencing studies. As long as data from the same sensor or frequency are com-
pared, the vertical offset to the snow/ice surface can be less of a problem as the
ice/snow material composition (and thus microwave penetration depth) are rel-
atively stable for one location (Müller, 2011). However, if the snow/ice surface
was melting during one of the two acquisitions the penetration depths will be
different. Where InSAR-based glacier elevations are compared to DEMs from
optical methods or lidar, penetration always needs to be estimated and con-
sidered, otherwise volume changes will be severely underestimated (e.g. Gar-
delle et al., 2012a,b; Vijay and Braun, 2016).

2.3.2 SRTM
The goal of the Shuttle Radio Topography Mission (SRTM) was to obtain a
global high-resolution DEM. This was achieved for all land surfaces between
56° and ~60.3°N with a C-band InSAR system on board the Space Shuttle En-
deavour over the course of 11 days in February 2000 (Farr et al., 2007; Farr and
Kobrick, 2000). The mission included a second, X-band InSAR system with
narrow swath (no complete coverage) for quality control (Rabus et al., 2003).
To avoid temporal decorrelation, the single-pass system had a 60 m mast where
a second (slave) antenna was mounted.

The nominal vertical accuracy of the SRTM-C elevation data is 5–10 metres
(Rodriguez et al., 2006) but in particular in steep terrain foreshortening and
layover caused large data gaps. The SRTM DEM is freely available in several
versions: at 3-arc-seconds spatial resolution with no-data voids in steep terrain
(SRTM3, fig. 2.3a), the same as a void-filled version (using the ASTER GDEM),
and at 1-arc spatial resolution (SRTM1, fig. 2.3b) where some voids are filled,
some not. The void-filled data are useful for applications that require complete
coverage (e.g. hydrological studies) but fail as a reference dataset for DEM dif-
ferencing studies on glaciers or ICESat applications since they have spatially
varying quality and elevation time stamps. The DEMs are a merged product of
1–4 interferometric pairs at each location (Farr et al., 2007), and both vertical
and horizontal shifts of processing sub-units are thus possible, for example from
phase unwrapping errors or imperfect co-registration. Such systematic vertical
offsets have been found in mountain areas around the globe (e.g. Kääb, 2005;
Surazakov and Aizen, 2006; Berthier and Toutin, 2008). Compared to the sev-
eral releases of improved, re-processed SRTM3 versions, only one version of the
global SRTM1 C-band DEM has been released so far, and the elevation quality
of the latter is therefore not necessarily superior.
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The SRTM DEM may be subject to an elevation-dependent bias (Berthier
et al., 2006; Schiefer et al., 2007), although the existence of this bias is still dis-
puted (e.g. Paul and Haeberli, 2008; Larsen et al., 2007; Gardelle et al., 2012a).
On glaciers, C-band penetration causes an unknown vertical bias in DEM el-
evations. This is inconvenient, as in particular in HMA and other remote
areas the SRTM DEM is often the best quality elevation dataset available. It
is thus frequently used for DEM differencing studies in combination with a
more recent optical stereo-photogrammetric DEM. Subsequently, penetration
introduces considerable uncertainty into geodetic glacier mass balance studies
in particular in remote areas where data for validation are lacking. The severity
of the penetration bias is still discussed (e.g. Berthier et al., 2006; Gardelle et al.,
2012a). Approaches to estimate the penetration depth include comparison to
ICESat data (e.g. Kääb et al., 2015; Shangguan et al., 2015) or to the SRTM-X
DEM with lower expected penetration (e.g. Gardelle et al., 2012b, 2013).

The X-band DEM is only available for narrow stripes close to the equator.
It has similar nominal elevation accuracies as the C-band DEMs (Rabus et al.,
2003), but its absolute elevation accuracy is lower than expected prior to the
mission. Unexpectedly large shaking of the mast where the slave antenna was
mounted exceeded the X-band wavelength and thus introduced phase ambiguity
(Rabus et al., 2003).

Nevertheless, the globally consistent quality, single timestamp, and relat-
ively high elevation accuracy and spatial resolution, have made the SRTMDEM
the standard reference DEM for many local and global studies, including ICESat
applications in HMA (e.g. Kääb et al., 2012; Gardner et al., 2013, Publication
III). Unfortunately, the mission did not include polar areas and the SRTMDEM
thus only covers the southernmost, non-glacierised part of Norway. There, the
SRTM DEM is used to assess the elevation accuracy of ICESat data (Publica-
tions I and II) and snow depths in the Hardangervidda area (Publication II).

2.3.3 TanDEM-X and WorldDEM
TanDEM-X was launched in 2010 as the second satellite in an X-band InSAR
constellation together with TerraSAR-X, which has been in orbit since 2007.
After four years of global acquisitions, they now provide a global coverage of
high-resolution elevation data with unprecedented accuracy — due to the quasi-
polar orbit also beyond the 60° limit of the SRTM (Zink et al., 2014). The two
satellites follow each other tightly with a flexible baseline (typically a few hun-
dred metres) and the possibility for both pursuit-monostatic and bistatic modes
(Krieger et al., 2007). In the bistatic constellation, one of the satellites acts as
a (passive) slave, i.e. the setup corresponds to a single-overpass interferometer
— but with a flexible baseline. In the monostatic mode, the satellites operate
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independently from each other without the need for synchronisation and still
very little temporal decorrelation (e.g. over vegetation and water). In addition
to the 24/7 advantage of microwave sensors compared to optical systems, the
TanDEM-X data is also far superior to the SRTM DEMs. The X-band is more
sensitive to topography and less affected by penetration than the SRTM’s C-
band, and the on-going satellite mission allows far more adapted and targeted
data acquisition compared to the short time window and fixed geometry of the
SRTM. TanDEM-X thus marks a clear step-up in global satellite elevation data
quality and sets a new accuracy standard for global DEMs (Zink et al., 2014).

The recently released WorldDEM is a hydrologically corrected, mosaicked
product from several TanDEM-X InSAR DEMs at each location. It covers the
entire globe at 12 m horizontal resolution and 2–4 m relative elevation ac-
curacy (Riegler et al., 2015; Collins et al., 2015). However, the DEM is not
freely available, thus for projects with a tight budget it will likely not push
the less accurate global DEMs from ASTER, ALOS, and the SRTM out of the
market. For glacier applications, the lower penetration depths of the X-band
compared to earlier, predominantly C-/L-band InSAR missions is an advantage,
but TanDEM-X penetration can still reach several metres in dry snow (Dehecq
et al., 2016). As with the other global DEMs, the readily mosaickedWorldDEM
is less useful for glacier volume change studies due to merging of surface elev-
ations with different time stamps. DEMs from individual scenes are preferred
for this purpose. Assumingly similar penetration depths into ice/snow call for
comparison with SRTM elevation data (e.g. Jaber et al., 2013, 2016; Rankl and
Braun, 2016; Vijay and Braun, 2016). The high elevation accuracy of TanDEM-
X data make it a suitable candidate as a reference DEM for snow depth studies.

2.4 Other methods: Gravimetry
Spaceborne gravimetry sensors measure the geoid of the Earth by recording
changes in along-track gravimetric forces between the Earth and the spacecraft.
The local gravity-defining mass consists not only of the solid Earth but also
movable masses such as water — or glacier ice. Glacier volume changes corres-
pond to mass changes (given the snow/ice density is known, see also section
3.2.4). Regional glacier elevation change studies are thus often compared to gra-
vimetric studies that measure mass changes directly. Gravimetry data, such as
from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission, has
been used to estimate glacier mass loss, in particular in the HMA region (e.g.
Matsuo and Heki, 2010; Jacob et al., 2012; Gardner et al., 2013) — though at
a coarser spatial resolution than ICESat-based studies. However, gravimetry
does not directly translate into surface elevation, and in particular in HMA,
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glacier-related changes are only responsible for a small part of the mass change
signal gravimetry-based studies need to decompose (e.g. Yi and Sun, 2014). Con-
sequently, such studies deal with entirely different assumptions and challenges
than described here. These are beyond the focus of this work and thus not
further discussed.
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Chapter 3

ICESat data and methods

The Ice, Cloud and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) was a NASA space laser ali-
metry mission that provided local samples of surface elevation along near-repeat
ground tracks between 2003 and 2009. On a near-polar orbit at 600 km altitude,
the mission collected data between 86° N and 86° S. The satellite carried the
Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) instrument on board, with three
profiling lasers that were expected to operate for ca. 18 months each and thus al-
low a continuous operation for five years in a 183 day repeat orbit (Zwally et al.,
2002). Unfortunately, the first laser failed only 38 days into operation, and also
the second laser decreased in power more rapidly than expected (Abshire et al.,
2005). The acquisition strategy was therefore altered to a 91-day repeat orbit
and a campaign-based mode with approximately month-long campaigns in au-
tumn, winter and late spring on the northern hemisphere (Schutz et al., 2005,
table 3.1). Despite the non-ideal setting, this updated strategy ensured that the
main mission goal of ice sheet change detection was reached — and the GLAS
data also proved extremely useful for numerous other applications. Examples
are vegetation studies and global biomass estimation (e.g. Harding and Caraba-
jal, 2005; Lefsky, 2010), improved determination of sea ice freeboard (e.g. Kwok
and Rothrock, 2009), valuable information on dynamic rapid thinning on the
ice sheet margins (Zwally et al., 2011; Pritchard et al., 2012), atmospheric char-
acteristics (e.g. Spinhirne et al., 2005), water levels (Urban et al., 2008), mass
changes of ice caps and mountain glaciers (e.g. Moholdt et al., 2010b; Kääb
et al., 2012) — and a consistent reference for co-registration and mosaicking of
other elevation data, including the ALOSWorld DSM (Takaku et al., 2014, sect.
2.1.4) and TanDEM-X World DEM (Zink et al., 2014, sect. 2.3.3).

While the profile-like elevation data is spatially far less extensive than the
predominantly gridded products introduced in chapter 2, ICESat still provides
the most consistent global elevation measurement available to date (Nuth and
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Kääb, 2011). Thanks to the success and wealth of data provided by ICESat, a
follow-on mission was initiated that will conduct similar measurements with
newer technology (Abdalati et al., 2010). This chapter provides a background
on the GLAS sensor, data products, and methods that are relevant for the cryo-
sphere applications in Publications I–III, and briefly introduces the upcoming
successor mission ICESat-2.

Table 3.1: ICESat operational periods. L1A/L1B and a small part of L2A had an 8-day
repeat orbit instead of the 91-day repeat orbit for all other campaigns. The late spring
campaign was only flown in the years 2004–2006 and the autumn 2008 campaign had
to be split due to failure of laser 3 before the campaign was completed. The orbit could
only be completed in December using laser 2 that was already low in power and expired
11 days into the autumn 2009 campaign.

Laser Campaign First day Last day

1AB Winter — 8-day 20 Feb 2003 19 Mar 2003
2A Autumn — 8-day 25 Sep 2003 04 Oct 2003
2A Autumn — 91-day 04 Oct 2003 19 Nov 2003
2B Winter 17 Feb 2004 21 Mar 2004
2C Late spring 18 May 2004 21 Jun 2004
3A Autumn 03 Oct 2004 08 Nov 2004
3B Winter 17 Feb 2005 28 Mar 2005
3C Late spring 20 May 2005 26 Jun 2005
3D Autumn 21 Oct 2005 24 Nov 2005
3E Winter 22 Feb 2006 28 Mar 2006
3F Late spring 24 May 2006 26 Jun 2006
3G Autumn 25 Oct 2006 27 Nov 2006
3H Winter 12 Mar 2007 14 Apr 2007
3I Autumn 02 Oct 2007 05 Nov 2007
3J Winter 17 Feb 2008 21 Mar 2008
3K Autumn 04 Oct 2008 19 Oct 2008
2D Autumn 25 Nov 2008 17 Dec 2008
2E Winter 09 Mar 2009 11 Apr 2009
2F Autumn 30 Sep 2009 11 Oct 2009

3.1 Instrument and data
The ICESat mission was intended to serve two main research topics: ice sheet
changes, including other aspects of the polar cryosphere (sea ice), and atmo-
spheric science. Land elevation and vegetation cover were secondary mission
goals. The GLAS instrument was designed to fit these aims, and processing
of its measurements resulted in several data products that suit different pur-
poses/surface types. Zwally et al. (2002), Abshire et al. (2005), Schutz et al.
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(2005) and Jester (2012) provide details on the functionality, design and data
products that are summarised here.
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Figure 3.1: ICESat footprints in southernNorway andHMA. Red: repeat orbit autumn
2003–2009 (only a 33-day subset of the 91-day repeat orbit was served), yellow: ground
tracks of the calibration orbit with 8-day repeat cycle, only served in winter/autumn
2003. Note the different map scale and narrower track spacing (due to the higher latit-
udes) in Norway.

3.1.1 GLAS
The GLAS sensor operated at two wavelengths, a green channel (532 nm) for
cloud/aerosol vertical distribution, and a near infrared channel (1064 nm), less
affected by the atmosphere, for surface elevation measurements. GLAS operated
at 40 Hz, i.e. 40 pulses per second that result in a footprint spacing of 172 m
on the ground. The ground footprints are of elliptic shape with a diameter
of ca. 70 m on average (fig. 3.7). The actual footprint varies, both with the
laser in use (ca. 52 x 95 m for L1–L2c, 47 x 61 m for L3 and L2d–L2f; Abshire
et al., 2005; NSIDC, 2016) and the slope/roughness of the footprint. Strong
reflectors in the laser far field contribute to the signal. The 1064 nm nominal
pulse width is 6 ns and the digitising resolution of the return waveform is 1 ns
which corresponds to 15 cm in range (fig. 3.2). The on-board digitiser searches
the received waveform backward in time within a range window, estimated from
an 1-km resolution gap-filled version of the SRTM DEM, and stores it in 544
bins. Over land surfaces, bins 393 to 544 are compressed and digitised at 4 ns
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Figure 3.2: Emitted pulse (nominal width 6 ns) and received return waveform for a foot-
print of laser 3K (3 March 2008) on snow-covered Hardangervidda at 59.89°N/7.28°E,
with an average footprint slope of ca. 4°. Bins 1–392 are digitised at 1 ns, corresponding
to 15 cm in range, bins > 393 (here truncated at 450 ns) at 4 ns.

to extend the receiving range window to 150 m, in order not to truncate the
(stretched/skewed) return waveform from steep slopes (Jester, 2012).

Mean surface elevations per footprint are determined by fitting modelled
Gaussian curves to the return waveforms. The delay between the peak/centroid
of the sent and received waveform is then used to determine the range, consid-
ering the off-nadir pointing angle and other parameters recorded by the system.
Smooth ice sheets typically produce single-peak waveforms, but complex land
topographies may have several reflecting surfaces/objects, resulting in multi-
peak and skewed waveforms that require a composition of several modelled
curves (Brenner et al., 2011). Different algorithms and methods were designed
for a particular expected/assumed surface type, and resulted in the different sci-
ence data products.

Uncertainties in the determined range are caused, for example, by atmo-
spheric forward scattering or detector saturation. The latter can occur with
near-specular reflections with high-energy returns that exceed the detector gain.
Corrections for range bias caused by saturation have been computed for ice-
sheet-type surfaces (Fricker et al., 2005). The saturation detection algorithms
and corrections are not necessarily valid for complex land surfaces (NSIDC,
2012, Publication I). Due to the rapid energy loss of the lasers, the return wave-
forms of later campaigns have a lower intensity (Abshire et al., 2005). The
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elevation measurements of these returns may still be accurate but the higher
signal-to-noise ratio introduces larger uncertainty.

The uncertainty budget from the GLAS instrument and atmospheric influ-
ences is about 0.1 m (Zwally et al., 2002). Measurements on flat surfaces yielded
elevation accuracies/precision < 3 cm (Salar de Uyuni, Fricker et al., 2005) to
< 0.7 m on gently sloping ice surfaces (Brenner et al., 2007; Moholdt et al.,
2010b, from crossover tracks; sect. 3.2.1). Naturally, these numbers increase
by a magnitude for rough mountain surfaces where elevations can vary greatly
even within a single footprint (Publications I–II).

Except for the winter 2003 campaign, when a 8-day repeat orbit was flown
for calibration targets (fig. 3.1), ground tracks were repeated during each cam-
paign. However, GLAS footprint locations do not repeat exactly. Campaign
ground tracks were kept within ca.±250 m (Howat et al., 2008) of the reference
track for polar acquisitions> 59° latitude (Schutz et al., 2005), i.e. including the
Norway study site. They can be off by > 1 km at lower latitudes. Comparison
of ICESat elevations of different years requires that terrain differences between
the annually varying ground tracks are taken into account (sect. 3.2).

3.1.2 Data products
Several data products and levels were generated from the raw data collected on
ICESat and transmitted to the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The fif-
teen Level-1/2 products are targeted for different applications. They are freely
available from the U.S. National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) as bin-
ary (GLA) or HDF5 (GLAH) data. Level-1A products (GLA01–GLA04) con-
tain uncorrected global altimetry data (GLA01) — including the transmitted
and received waveform (fig. 3.2), key parameters and statistics — and atmo-
sphere/engineering/laser pointing data, respectively. Three Level-1B products
contain waveform characterisation (GLA05), pre-corrected elevation data in-
cluding surface characteristics (GLA06), and (atmospheric) backscatter data
(GLA07). These lay the basis of the Level-2 data targeted for specific applic-
ations. Four of the eight Level-2 products address the atmospheric sciences
(GLA08–GLA11), the other four contain elevation data for ice sheets (GLA12),
sea ice (GLA13), land surface (GLA14), and oceans (GLA15). The individual
footprints were split between the four altimetry products according to a sur-
face type mask. At the time of writing, data dictionaries with a description
of all attributes are available at http://nsidc.org/data/icesat/data-dictionaries-
landing-page.html. The products were updated multiple times with improved
processing algorithms and to incorporate additional parameters and corrections.
The (assumingly) final release numbers are 33 and 34 for the atmosphere and
altimetry products, respectively. The data are divided into granules that cover
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a fraction of an orbit for the more extensive Level-1 products, and 14 orbital
revolutions for Level-2 products.

This work uses the GLAH14 product (land surface elevations, Zwally et al.,
2012), where a flexible number of up to six Gaussian curves is used to model
the return waveform. The surface elevation corresponds to the centroid of the
fit Gaussians. The land elevation algorithm is the most appropriate choice for
applications in the varied terrain of mountain landscapes, also for small glaciers
that can have considerably more rugged surfaces than flat ice sheets. The previ-
ous ICESat-based mountain glacier surface studies (Kääb et al., 2012; Gardner
et al., 2013; Neckel et al., 2014) also used this dataset whereas ICESat glacier
studies in polar regions (e.g. Svalbard) rather used GLA06, which is adequate
for smooth surfaces. The standard surface elevations of GLA06 are computed
with algorithms for ice sheet elevations that use one or two Gaussians. How-
ever, differences between the two elevation products are of decimetre-scale only
(they reach up to 3 m in alpine terrain, Nuth, 2011) and average out when large
numbers of footprints are summarised (Kääb et al., 2012).

3.2 ICESat-based methods to quantify surface elev-
ation change

ICESat’s primary mission goal was to quantify changes of the ice sheets to de-
termine sea level rise contribution, but this goal was hampered by the non-exact
repeat orbits (Markus et al., 2017). Even on the flat surfaces of the ice sheets,
surface slopes of 0.5° are common. On such a slope, a spatial offset of 150 m
(a common value) between ground tracks of different years would correspond
to 1.3 m elevation difference, and tracks of different years can thus not be com-
pared to each other without knowledge of the local surface slope (e.g. Moholdt
et al., 2010b, fig. 3.4a). This problem is enhanced at the ice sheet margins where
slopes are steeper — and the greatest changes are happening. On rough surfaces
in mountainous terrain, direct comparison of ICESat elevations is nearly im-
possible altogether and a detailed reference elevation model is needed to model
the surface below and between the footprints (Kääb et al., 2012). This section
introduces the methods that are used on different (ice) surfaces to measure sur-
face elevation change over time (dh/dt), and also touches on challenges such
as representativeness of ICESat tracks for an entire area and the question of
volume–mass conversion.
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3.2.1 Methods for flat surfaces
Surface slopes are approximately constant locally on the flat ice sheets, even at
the ice margins and on sufficiently large ice caps. However, deriving the surface
slope of a footprint directly from the return waveform is difficult as slope has
the same broadening effect on the return waveform as surface roughness. The
two effects cannot be separated and these parameters in the GLAS data were
thus only calculated assuming either no slope or no surface roughness (Brenner
et al., 2011). Surface roughness comes from up to a metre high sastrugi in the
ice sheet interior or crevasses on the outlet glaciers that reach tens of metres in
depth (Brenner et al., 2011; Nuth, 2011).

Consequently, several years of data were necessary to separate the real eleva-
tion change from differences induced by slope or surface roughness. Except for
the few areas where ICESat tracks intersect directly, methods to derive dh/dt
from ICESat data on flat surfaces aim at estimating the slope between repeat-
tracks. The different approaches are introduced below.

Figure 3.3: Methods to estimate dh/dt on ice sheets and large arctic glaciers: Linear
interpolation between two footprint pairs of crossing ground tracks (a), projection of
a track segment between neighbouring footprints onto a nearby ground track with the
help of a reference DEM to estimate the surface slope (b), least-squares regression to fit
planes for surface slope and average dh/dt to repeat-track observations. Image credits:
Moholdt et al. (2010b)

Crossover points Elevations at crossover points of the ascending and descend-
ing tracks can be compared directly by interpolation from adjacent footprints
on the two tracks (fig. 3.3a, e.g. Brenner et al., 2007). This is the most accurate
method to locally assess elevation uncertainty from crossing tracks of the same
campaign, dh/dt from comparing tracks of the same season, or seasonal eleva-
tion changes from comparing autumn/winter campaigns of the same mass bal-
ance year (e.g. Moholdt et al., 2010b). However, the crossover method results in
a very sparse spatial dh/dt distribution that may have limited representativeness
for regional ice volume change.
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Along-track planes Sets of neighbouring footprints span a plane that corres-
ponds to the local slope, only biased by elevation changes over time and rough-
ness variations. The method used by Howat et al. (2008) and Moholdt et al.
(2010b) fits a local slope plane and a dh/dt plane to reference track segments
of 700 m, using linear regression (fig. 3.3c). The approach requires enough
ground tracks to generate redundancy for parameter estimation and it is sensit-
ive to the spatial arrangement of the tracks. Several other methods have been
proposed that are based on a similar idea of a plane or relative relationship:
Yi et al. (2005) used a two-dimensional equivalent approach with an orthogonal
cross-track profile instead of a plane, using interpolated elevations from adjacent
footprint pairs on each track. The approach of Zwally et al. (2011) uses one foot-
print of each repeat track, without interpolation, and thus lies in-between the
plane- and profile-based methods. Fricker and Padman (2006) and Fricker et al.
(2007) analysed the track elevation anomaly compared to an averaged reference
profile, and Pritchard et al. (2009) generated ribbons of triangular irregular net-
works (TINs) from tracks of subsequent years and then compared the triangular
planes with elevations of other tracks crossing the facets.

All of these plane-based methods assume that the surface slope is constant
over time and in space, at least within the area spanned by repeat-track offsets
and a given along-track segment (i.e. up to several hundred metres across tracks
by at least 172 m along-track). Schenk and Csatho (2012) found that quadratic
or higher-order surfaces are needed to model surfaces of ~1 km2 areas in the
rougher coastal areas of the ice sheets. They propose a method that fits such
surfaces to crossover areas of ascending/descending tracks, and also to crossover
areas with data from airborne laser scanners. Contrary to the assumption of
most other plane-based methods, that dh/dt is constant over time, their integ-
rated approach allows for more complicated thickening/thinning signals.

The plane/surface-based methods performed very well on the ice sheets and
also on Svalbard’s ice caps and glaciers. Attempts have thus been made to fit
both planes and higher-level polynomial surfaces to short stretches of multi-
annual tracks on mountain glaciers (e.g. on Tibetan glaciers, Huang et al., 2016).
There, the plane-based approach clearly failed, and also the fitting of higher-
level polynomials is rather problematic as the increased number of parameters
to fit hamper a clear separation of elevation change rates. Such an approach is
thus error-prone, not least because ICESat’s elevation uncertainty for each 70-
m-diameter footprint is greatly increased on mountain glaciers with small-scale
surface topography and roughness compared to the flat ice sheets.

DEM projection Other methods use a DEM to gain a-priori information
about the surface slope. Slobbe et al. (2008) compare elevations of overlap-
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ping footprints and estimate the local slope between footprint centres from a
DEM to remove bias in the steeper ice sheet margin areas. Also Scambos et al.
(2004) use a DEM to determine the slope along the flowline of an outlet glacier,
so that they can connect elevations of two tracks crossing the glacier by project-
ing up-glacier along the flowline. Similarly, Moholdt et al. (2010a,b) projected
footprints orthogonally onto a nearby repeat-track and removed the artificial dh
caused by the surface slope with the help of a reference DEM (fig. 3.3b). Gard-
ner et al. (2013) used a slightly modified version of the latter method in HMA.
This turned out to be difficult due to the large cross-track separation in the
mid-latitudes (up to several km), leaving only few areas where tracks were close
enough to provide a reliable measurement of dh/dt. The fewer measurements,
the higher the chance that these are not representative for the area studied.

The use of reference DEMs is not problem-free as it introduces additional
uncertainty. For large areas, the surface elevations of the ice sheets were (are)
not known very accurately prior to the ICESat era. Optical DEM-generation
methods fail due to lack of image contrast except for the rougher ice sheet mar-
gins and some outlet glaciers, where the SPIRIT project greatly increased the
DEM coverage (sect. 2.1.5). Elevation data from radar altimetry has a very
coarse resolution. It is also affected by microwave penetration into the ice/firn,
although that may only result in a constant vertical offset while large-scale sur-
face slopes can still be correctly represented.

(a) ICESat repeat track offset (b) Imperfect DEM co-registration

Figure 3.4: Artificial dh induced by (a) a sampling offset of a quasi-repeat-track on a
sloping surface, and (b) a horizontal shift between two elevation datasets. The artificial
dh corresponds to the shift/offset distance divided by tanα.

3.2.2 Methods for rough surfaces
The assumption of a flat, sloping surface over an extended area is not valid for
small mountain glaciers or footprints on land surfaces (figs. 1.2, 3.5). Landscape
topographies are difficult to approximate by mathematical surfaces. A better
solution is thus to use a-priori knowledge about the surface by using a reference
elevation DEM.
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 dh  = snow depth
(or elevation bias)

Figure 3.5: ICESat footprints on a snow-covered mountain landscape, compared to
reference DEM elevations. In the mid-latitudes, ICESat’s ground tracks of different
years can be separated by as much as a kilometre.

This approach has been proposed by Kääb et al. (2012) to measure glacier
thinning in the Himalayas. Thereby, ICESat elevations are treated as point-
based surface elevation measurements and compared to the surface elevation
from an accurate reference DEM at the same spatial locations (fig. 3.5) to receive
elevation differences (dh). With this, the recorded elevations are normalised
to the reference elevation surface, and the dh correspond to actual elevation
differences — plus uncertainties. An example for this is given in fig. 3.6 which
shows the elevations of ICESat and a reference DEM in blue/red of a track over
Svartisen ice cap in northern Norway. In particular where the track crosses
outlet glaciers, ICESat recorded consistently lower elevations than the (older)
DEM. The elevation differences (black, in cm) do not only provide information
about such surface elevation changes, they are also used to filter out footprints
on clouds and footprints affected by errors in either elevation dataset (cyan).

A single footprint In the case of the SRTM DEM with ~90 m grid cells,
the reference elevation has to be interpolated — with associated large uncer-
tainties. At the same time, the resolution is similar to ICESat’s footprint size.
Reference DEMs with finer resolution have several grid cells per footprint and
thus a better potential to represent the within-footprint topography accurately.
GLAH14 elevations correspond to the centroid of several Gaussian curves, thus
the entire histogram of elevations within one footprint contributes to finding
the footprint elevation. Statistical measures of central tendency in the contrib-
uting elevations are suitable for the processing of large numbers of footprints
(Publication I). Snow tends to smooth rough landscapes so that snow depths
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Figure 3.6: ICESat track over Svartisen ice cap in northern Norway (A–B in map, left),
with reference elevations from the Norwegian national DEM. Footprints are classified
into valid ground samples (blue: ICESat GLAH14 elevations, red: reference elevations)
and filtered cloud samples (cyan/orange). All data from 2003–2009 are shown. Over
some glacier areas (blue background), ICESat elevations are consistently lower, indicat-
ing glacier surface lowering (e.g. area in red circle). The ICESat–DEM dh (black) are
mostly within ±5 m over solid ground, out of range for outlet glaciers (consistently
<−5 m) or samples on clouds, and capture a tide signal on the fjord (~7440 km N).

vary greatly spatially (e.g. Melvold and Skaugen, 2013), also within one ICESat
footprint (fig. 3.7, Publication II). Snow-covered landscapes and glaciers have a
smoother surface than rough mountain landscapes without snow cover, and the
return waveforms are therefore narrower and simpler (e.g. Kääb, 2008; Molijn
et al., 2011). To ensure that dh between ICESat and reference elevations corres-
pond to an actual measurement of elevation difference, accurate co-registration
of the two elevation datasets is essential (Nuth and Kääb, 2011, fig. 3.4). Espe-
cially on sloping terrain, horizontal shifts even of sub-pixel magnitude can cause
large artificial dh (e.g. a 10-m shift on a 5-degree slope causes a vertical offset of
0.87 m).

Double-differencing Under the assumption that the uncertainties of single
footprints are random, averaging of a large enough number of dh (black dots
in fig. 3.6, in cm) reveals true surface elevation changes. This technique is also
called double-differencing and a standard procedure within GNSS, e.g. for dif-
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Figure 3.7: An example for an ICESat footprint on snow-covered Hardangervidda at
59.887°N/7.28°E, compared to lidar surface elevations from snow-free conditions and
maximum snow depth respectively. Shown are the lidar snow depths in April 2008 (top
left), the difference between ICESat’s footprint elevation from 3 March 2008 and the
snow-free DEM, which roughly corresponds to snow depth (bottom left), and the dif-
ference between ICESat and the snow surface elevation H, which should be zero (top
right) respectively. The back dots represent the cells within an assumed circular foot-
print (70 m), the ellipses correspond to the actual footprint as from GLAS metadata.
The histograms show the dh within the elliptic footprint, which are offset by ca. 1 m
compared to lidar snow depths (bottom right). The lidar data was provided by NVE
(Melvold and Skaugen, 2013) and used also in Publication II.
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ferential GPS. On snow-covered surfaces, averaging of dh from ICESat’s winter
campaigns corresponds to the mean snow depth of the years covered (fig. 3.7,
Publication II). On glaciers, where we expect a thinning/thickening signal, fit-
ting a linear trend through individual dh and time gives an estimate of the aver-
age annual surface elevation change (fig. 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Double differencing: fitting a linear trend through ICESat autumn cam-
paign dh and time. Campaign medians (o) might not always follow the trend precisely
because annual mass balances vary, and due to uncertainties. The 2009 campaign is
usually left out due to its low sample numbers.

Thereby, the annual elevation change signal is about a magnitude smaller
than the individual dh. These are t-distributed (fig. 3.9) with a rather large vari-
ance due to spatially variable glacier behaviour and differences even within a
single glacier (e.g. stronger melt at the tongues), and also due to uncertainties
in either elevation dataset. More aggressive filtering based on |dh| might erro-
neously remove extreme, but valid surface elevation change measurements from
e.g. surging glaciers. Therefore, robust trend-fitting algorithms that are insensit-
ive to outliers are the method of choice. In this work (Publications I, III), three
methods are employed that are commonly used for time series data with high
variance/uncertainty:

• Robust linear regression, which minimizes an iteratively weighted sum of
squares so that outliers are identified and down-weighed. This method
assumes a normal distribution, which is not a good assumption for data
with additive uncertainties (here: large natural variance, plus random un-
certainty from within-footprint roughness, plus potential systematic bias
from vertical shifts in the reference DEM).

• A linear t-fit, which assumes t-distributed samples (fig. 3.9) and thus ac-
counts for additive uncertainties and outliers in the assumed sample dis-
tribution rather than relying on iterative filtering or down-weighing of
samples (Lange et al., 1989).
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• The non-parametric Theil-Sen linear regression (Theil, 1950; Sen, 1968,
Publication III only) that corresponds to the median of the slopes of all
possible sample pairs pairs. This method is thus not only less sensitive to
outliers but also depends less on the samples at either end of the studied
time period.

Since the uncertainty in the individual dh is large whereas the campaign medi-
ans follow the linear fit well (fig. 3.8), one might ask why the linear regression
is not performed on the campaign medians instead. Rather than increasing the
robustness of the fitted relationship, the contrary would be the case. Curve
fitting methods assume that there is a true relationship between two variables
that is blurred by uncertainties in the individual measurements (i.e., the dh),
and that these uncertainties can be described by a statistical distribution (e.g. a
normal distribution or t-distribution). Campaign medians still contain uncer-
tainty as they deviate from a perfect linear relationship, not least due to annual
variations in glacier mass balance. Taking the campaign medians instead would
reduce the sample number from typically hundreds to thousands of individual
dh to only six, one for each year of data acquisition. These few values would
fit the underlying, assumed distribution poorly compared to the full set of dh
(fig. 3.9). A linear regression based on campaign medians would thus greatly
increase the trend standard error and herewith the uncertainty in the linear fit.

DEM differencing with ICESat data is described in detail in Publication I.
All three linear fitting methods used assume that the regional glacier mass bal-
ance was approximately constant throughout the five mass balance years cap-
tured by ICESat (the 2009 campaign is usually left out due to incomplete cover-
age).

It would be inappropriate to use trend-fitting methods on snow samples —
the studied period is far too short to capture a long-term precipitation trend.
For a larger area, snow depths are commonly assumed to have a lognormal
distribution (e.g. Liston, 2004) — in our case, elevation uncertainty comes in
addition to the signal. dh distributions of snow samples are similar to those
of snow-free terrain (fig. 3.9), but shifted/skewed skewed towards positive dh.
Regional snow depths can thus be retrieved from spatial/temporal averaging of
samples. The methodology as well as the relevance of such regional-scale snow
depths compared to other methods for snow studies are discussed in detail in
Publication II.

3.2.3 Applications and uncertainties on rough surfaces
The double-differencing technique has been applied to estimate glacier elevation
change rates for glacierised areas across the globe (Gardner et al., 2013; Neckel
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Figure 3.9: dh distributions of off-glacier samples in the southern Norway study site
visualise per-footprint elevation uncertainty (Publications I, II). Left: the fitted t-
distribution with its narrow peak and long tails matches the sample distribution far
better than the fitted normal distribution. Right: Snow cover causes a slight off-
set/skewness towards positive dh in winter/late spring dh distributions.

et al., 2014; Kääb et al., 2015; Farinotti et al., 2015; Phan et al., 2017). Increas-
ingly, attempts are made to use the method for local glacier complexes or even
individual glaciers (Kropáček et al., 2014; Bao et al., 2015; Ke et al., 2015a,b; Li
et al., 2015, 2016). The majority of the studies uses both the autumn and winter
campaigns, either by fitting separate linear regressions through winter/autumn
campaigns only, or by combining the two seasons and fitting a trend through
all campaigns. Both can be problematic where snow depths vary yearly — and
Publication II shows that ICESat is clearly sensitive to snow cover. The method
to derive snow depths from ICESat data was developed in this work and has not
yet been applied elsewhere.

The remote sensing approach to assess glacier changes from ICESat spiced
with a pinch of statistics makes it easy to forget about the question of repres-
entativeness of ICESat’s sparse spatial sampling for glaciers in an entire region,
let alone for a single glacier only. Also the influence of uncertainties in all con-
tributing elevation datasets or other aspects that affect dh is not immediately
obvious from the elevation data. These are, for example, bias from recent snow
fall, reference DEM age, or radar penetration into ice/snow in the reference
DEM.

Publication I addresses the issues above with regard to the glaciers in south-
ern Norway, a control scenario in a small region with well-studied glacier evol-
ution but a reference DEM that is inconsistent in age and affected by local ver-
tical bias. In the presence of such spatially varying vertical bias, it plays a role
how point-based elevation samples are grouped spatially. The role of elevation
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bias and spatial grouping for snow depth studies is examined in Publication II.
Publication III uses the new insights from the first two studies to assess gla-
cier changes in HMA, a much larger region where the same challenges exist
as in Norway, but where little reference and validation data are at hand: gla-
cier behaviour is not well known, the terrain even more rugged, and only the
coarse-resolution SRTM DEM is available with various sources of elevation un-
certainty (sect. 2.3.2). Additionally, the sheer size of the study area in combina-
tion with sparse spatial sampling requires careful grouping of samples to ensure
representative elevation change rates.

3.2.4 From elevation changes to mass changes
In many cases, the final number of interest in relation to glacier thinning rates
is the contribution to river discharge or sea level rise. For this, an estimate of
water equivalent (i.e. a mass change) rather than elevation change is needed.
However, geodetic methods such as DEM differencing or double-differencing of
ICESat data only provide information on elevation change. To convert dh/dt
to mass change, two conditions need to be fulfilled: (i) the elevation change
measurements need to be representative for the area of interest so that they can
be converted to a volume change, and (ii) the density of the ice/firn needs to be
known in order to convert volume to mass.

In terms of representativeness, ICESat data has the advantage that it samples
many glaciers with individual thickening/thinning signal. For the large glaciers
and ice caps in Svalbard, Moholdt et al. (2010b) found that this yields a robust
area-averaged estimate of elevation changes. Extrapolation from measurements
on few, selected glaciers to larger regions is rather less reliable as the risk of
sampling bias is higher (Berthier et al., 2010; Cogley, 2012). This work assesses
whether the representativeness of ICESat data is also given for the small moun-
tain glaciers in southern Norway (Publication I).

Of key importance for representativeness is the correct sampling of the gla-
cier hypsometry. A glacier is characterised by a mass transport from the ac-
cumulation area at higher elevations to the ablation area in the lower part. In
order to capture an elevation change signal related to geodetic mass balance,
we need to sample the entire glacier to consider both surface elevation changes
from ice melt and glacier dynamics. A sampling bias towards either of the gla-
cier parts would not fulfill the condition of mass continuity. To ensure cor-
rect hypsometric representation is an important and inherent condition of any
volumetric-geodetic glacier method, including ICESat studies (e.g. Arendt et al.,
2002; Kääb, 2008; Moholdt et al., 2010b). It would be physically incorrect to
draw conclusions on the glaciers’ mass balance from a linear fit on dh and time
based on a subset of samples that does not reflect a glacier’s hypsometry or, in
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the case of the larger spatial regions assessed in this work, the hypsometry of
the glacier population in that region.

Naturally, the different parts of glaciers have different densities. Snow/ice
density varies greatly in space and for different layers of the snow pack/firn at
high elevations, and increases towards the compressed ice layers of the tongues.
In particular in the accumulation areas, one cannot know from remote sensing
data alone whether an elevation change is due to a change in the ice column or
in snow or firn thickness, newly accumulated snow or firn, or if the density
profile changed over time, for example due to firn compaction or superimposed
ice. Conversion between volume and mass changes thus always requires a dens-
ity assumption. This is the case for any glacier DEM differencing studies and
discussed in detail by Huss (2013). Kääb et al. (2012) and Gardner et al. (2013)
use ICESat-based double differencing to estimate sea level rise contributions of
mountain glaciers and used overall densities of 850 and 900 kgm−3, respectively,
to convert the dh/dt signal to water equivalent. Kääb et al. (2012) also applied
an alternative density scenario with 600kgm−3 for firn and 900kgm−3 for ice
areas but found this affected the results by only 5%.

The focus of this work lies primarily on methods to derive elevation differ-
ences from ICESat data, not on conclusions from mass changes — the conver-
sion between volumetric and mass changes does not depend on ICESat para-
meters but on local conditions and is thus an entirely different problem. Where
a conversion between dh/dt and mass changes is necessary to compare ICESat-
based results to values from the literature, e.g. from mass balances measured in-
situ (Publications I, III), we rely on the findings of Huss (2013). That study finds
that a value of 850kgm−3 is an appropriate estimate for multi-annual changes
and stable mass balance gradients. Strictly speaking, these conditions are not
perfectly in place (we find that glaciers in both study areas are not in balance,
and that mass balances vary annually), but the simple assumption provides a
reasonable first guess for validation purposes. The value proposed by Huss
(2013) has become a de-facto standard for glacier volume/mass conversion for
volumetric-geodetic mass balance studies and has thus been used also in some of
the glacier mass balance numbers we reference to in this work (e.g. NVE’s mass
balance series in Publication I).

Also for many snow applications targeted at downstream hydrology, snow
water equivalent (SWE) rather than snow depth is the final parameter of in-
terest. ICESat can provide information on snow depths, but not on density —-
which is also the case for most other methods to measure snow, such as airborne
lidar or distance-measuring instruments on meteorological stations in the field.
However, also snow depth on its own is an important parameter, especially
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to assess heat flux, soil temperatures and surface energy balance (Harris et al.,
2009). An extensive review of methods to measure snow-related parameters is
provided in Publication II.

3.3 ICESat-2
The invaluable data provided by ICESat called for a follow-on mission. ICESat-
2 is currently scheduled to be launched in 2018 into a near-circular orbit at 500
km altitude and 92° inclination, and is ranked as one of NASA’s top priorities.
It has primary goals that are similar to those of the original ICESat mission, yet
go beyond these (Markus et al., 2017): quantification of the mechanisms and
dynamics of regional ice-sheet changes and the ice-sheet contributions to sea-
level change, accurate sea ice freeboard measurements that capture freeze and
melt cycles and improve the understanding of ice/ocean/atmosphere interac-
tion, and global biomass estimation for a complete global carbon budget. As
bonuses, so to speak, ICESat-2 is expected to measure atmosphere/cloud prop-
erties, wave heights, snow depths, or mountain glacier changes — to name just
a few examples. Such a complete assessment of everything related to elevations
or height changes on the Earth require a step up from both the spatial/temporal
resolution and spatial coverage delivered by ICESat (Abdalati et al., 2010). De-
tailed science requirements for coverage and resolution as well as elevation ac-
curacies are defined in Markus et al. (2017).

Figure 3.10: A photon density cloud: how the Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter
System (ATLAS) instrument on-board ICESat-2 might ‘see’ a mountain glacier land-
scape.

To meet these requirements, ICESat-2 will have a denser cross- and along-
track sampling and smaller footprints. Rather than relying on high-energy
pulses such as from GLAS, it will carry the ATLAS instrument, a high-frequen-
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cy photon-counting laser (sect. 2.2.1; the ATLAS instrument is described in de-
tail in Markus et al., 2017). The single-wavelength (532 nm), low-energy system
greatly increases the number of pulses that can be fired with the same amount of
energy, a major advantage over the system used for the ICESat mission. A green
wavelength rather than NIR (used by GLAS) was chosen, aiming at the higher
sensitivity and efficiency of photon-counting detectors for green wavelengths
(Degnan, 2002), hopefully without compromising data quality of vegetation
or water surface targets (Abdalati et al., 2010; Swatantran et al., 2016). The
data provided by ICESat-2 will therefore be entirely different to GLAS’ wave-
forms and consist of zillions of time/location recordings of individual photon
detections (fig. 3.10). Analysis of single footprints will not be possible: even
for high-reflectivity targets, only a handful of photons will be detected per sent
pulse, and separation of the background photons and the surface returns require
density filtering of the along-track profile point clouds (e.g. Horan and Kerekes,
2013; Markus et al., 2017).

ATLAS’ high-frequency (10 kHz) pulses enhance along-track resolution to
continuous profiles with overlapping footprints every 0.7 m. The nominal foot-
print diameter is <17.5 m and ATLAS has not only one, but six of them, as its
laser beam is split into sub-beams (fig. 3.11). These are arranged in a 2 x 3 ar-
ray that form three profile pairs separated by 90 m / 3.3 km (fig. 3.12). One
of the beams in each pair points slightly ahead (2.3 km, thus a slight yaw of
the spacecraft defines within-pair beam separation). Like ICESat, the follow-on
mission does not have a metre-scale pointing ability that would allow exact re-
peat tracks, but its improved pointing control is expected to be < 45 m (with
the pointing location known within 6.5 m) and the beam pair should therefore
always embrace the fixed reference ground track. Beam pairs allow the detec-
tion of the cross-track slope from a single overpass on the flat ice shields — a
major source of uncertainty for the ice sheet elevation change studies of the
single-beam ICESat mission.

The beam pairs consist of a weak and a strong (four times the energy, ~120
µJ) laser pulse in order to minimise energy consumption. The weak beam
should generate a detectable amount of photons on the highly reflective ice
sheets (0.4–3 photons per shot; Markus et al., 2017) but possibly not on dark
and rough (land) surfaces (Brown et al., 2016). Together with a spare laser and
multiple detectors, the split-beam approach ensures redundancy in case of in-
strument failure or other problems with ATLAS’ extremely precise and finely
aligned optical elements.

The split beam triples the number of elevation profiles for a single over-
pass compared to ICESat (fig. 3.11). A continuous operation on the 91-day
repeat orbit with three sub-cycles is planned, which results in 1387 ground
tracks and again triples the data provided by ICESat: The complete repeat orbit
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Figure 3.11: Jakobshavn Glacier, Greenland, with ICESat reference tracks (left) and
planned ICESat-2 coverage (right) with denser reference tracks and split beams. Image
credits: Brunt et al. (2013)

Figure 3.12: ICESat-2 will have six laser beams arranged in a 2 x 3 array. They form
three pairs with a weak and a strong beam each. Image credits: Markus et al. (2017)
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adds two additional ground tracks in between ICESat’s campaign-mode refer-
ence tracks (corresponding to only one sub-cycle). One ICESat-2 sub-cycle will
thus provide global coverage with ICESat-like orbit spacing up to 88°, so that
the requirement of e.g. monthly sea ice thickness maps is met.

However, only the polar regions will have exact repeat-track observations.
In mid-latitudes, vegetation and mapping applications are prioritised. At this
stage of global vegetation height (and surface elevation) knowledge, these ap-
plications require complete coverage rather than repeated observations. Sys-
tematic off-nadir pointing during the first two years of operation will lead to a
track density of 2 km at the equator. Consequently, some areas will be sampled
during the transition between the coverage- and repeat-track modes (fig. 3.13)
which takes ca. 20 seconds (Escobar et al., 2015).

Like ICESat, ICESat-2 will provide science data products at different levels
and include housekeeping data, with latencies of 3–7 weeks for geolocated pho-
ton data and higher-level elevation products (Brown et al., 2016). Currently,
data processing algorithms and corrections are being prepared with the help of
ATLAS’ airborne sibling MABEL and other lidar instruments (Escobar et al.,
2015). MABEL has been flown over ice targets (e.g. Kwok et al., 2016; Brunt
et al., 2016) and other surfaces (e.g. Gwenzi and Lefsky, 2014; Jasinski et al.,
2016). The ICESat-2 mission requirement is a three-year operation, but the goal
is five years — and the satellite will carry fuel for seven years (Brown et al.,
2016).

Figure 3.13: One day of ICESat-2 orbits with transitions from polar repeat-track mode
to mid-latitude full-coverage mode (blue; red the other way round). Image credits:
Markus et al. (2017)
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Chapter 4

Summary of Research

This chapter summarises the research done within this work. The three public-
ations describe applications of ICESat for the mountain cryosphere that were
shared with the scientific community (appendix A). Publications I and III are
about glaciers, Publication II about snow depths. The publications are intro-
duced and discussed chronologically. This reflects how the methods evolved as
our knowledge of the potential and limitations of this data in rough mountain
terrain increased.

4.1 Publication I: ICESat laser altimetry over
small mountain glaciers

Previous studies that used ICEsat data to assess glacier volume changes did so
in large, remote areas where few other measurements of glacier mass balance
exist (e.g. Kääb et al., 2012; Gardner et al., 2013). Questions have thus been
raised about the representativeness of ICESat data for the glaciers in a given
region. The spatial sampling of ICESat, which crosses arbitrary glaciers ran-
domly and often right across rather than e.g. along their center line, is very
different to classical in-situ mass balance measurements. There, a selected gla-
cier, declared representative for a region, is monitored carefully, spatially extens-
ively and regularly. ICESat’s sparse sampling is also very different to classical
geodetic mass balance measurements from DEM differencing of the complete
extent of one or several glaciers in an area. This study addresses concerns about
the representativeness, validity and uncertainties of ICESat-derived dh/dt in a
controlled test setup. In size, number and density of its glaciers, Southern Nor-
way represents a varied glacierised mountain area that is suitable but challen-
ging for ICESat applications, and its glaciers are rather well studied— including
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winter/summer mass balance measurements on eight glaciers during the 2003–
2008 ICESat period. The area is thus suitable as a test site for the potential and
limitations of ICESat data in analysing regional glacier elevation change of small
mountain glaciers.

We compare the distributions of elevation, slope, aspect, and glacier size
of the ~1100 ICESat footprints on glaciers in southern Norway to the respect-
ive distributions of all glaciers in the study area, and find that they are indeed
representative — also for individual ICESat autumn campaigns, except for the
(excluded) autumn 2009 campaign whose few samples are spatially too tightly
clustered. Notably, we find that ICESat also samples the many small ice patches
that are not commonly monitored in-situ. The spatial sample distribution var-
ies; the same glaciers are not sampled each year, both due to cloud cover and the
spatial offsets between the repeat tracks.

The sample is sufficiently large to perform spatial and thematic subsetting
that yields plausible results: for example, smaller glaciers are thinning more
than large glaciers. We only use ICESat’s autumn campaigns: ICESat’s winter
campaigns indicate substantial snow cover that varies greatly in thickness each
year and reaches several metres, in particular in the western, more maritime
half of the study area. The onset of winter snow fall is visible in the December
part of the 2008 autumn campaign (table 3.1). Correcting for this effectively
removes a false positive trend in off-glacier samples. The detected snow signal
led to Publication II, where we analyse ICESat’s potential in determining snow
depths in more detail.

We test two different linear fitting methods; a robust linear regression and
a t-fit that better represents the t-distribution of our samples (fig. 3.9), and find
that the differences between the two are small. As a reference DEM for the
double-differencing approach, we use the Norwegian National DEM at 10 m
and 20 m resolution. To analyse the influence of spatial resolution and other
uncertainties inherent in the reference DEM, two additional DEMs are tested
on the non-glacierised Hardangervidda mountain plateau (they are not available
for the entire study area): the SRTM DEM at 3-arc-sec resolution, and a high-
resolution lidar DEM. From all three DEMs, we compute dh to autumn samples
(snow-free, i.e. no elevation difference expected) of ICESat as a spatially consist-
ent elevation dataset. We find that elevation errors caused by within-footprint
topography can reach several metres, but these errors cancel out as soon as sev-
eral samples are grouped. To that end, it is of little importance what resolution
the reference DEM has and which statistical/interpolation method is used to
derive dh from DEM grid cells within one ICESat footprint. It does turn out,
however, that the DEMs are affected by systematic vertical bias that is varying
spatially. Such vertical bias is caused by small spatial shifts in the merging pro-
cess of several elevation datasets to a larger DEM, and fairly common (fig. 3.4b,
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Figure 4.1: Glacier elevation change from ICESat and NVE’s in-situ surface mass bal-
ance (smb) measurements of eight glaciers in southern Norway.

Van Niel et al., 2008; Nuth and Kääb, 2011). In comparison, ICESat-related
biases, such as from waveform saturation, are negligible. Consequently, the
elevation uncertainties of the reference DEMs exceed ICESat elevation uncer-
tainty by a magnitude, and it is the reference DEMs rather than ICESat eleva-
tion uncertainty that are limiting the accuracy of the method. Spatially more
consistent DEMs have the potential to greatly reduce the influence of such bias.
A promising candidate is the TanDEM-X World DEM, even at a lower spatial
resolution.

For samples on glaciers, additional uncertainty comes from the varying
DEM age of the Norwegian national DEM (which is a product of spatio-tempo-
ral merging, see fig. 2.2). Because ICESat’s spatial sample distribution is not ex-
actly the same each year, the composition of vertical offsets (from older glacier
DEM surfaces and vertical DEM bias) is different for each autumn campaign.
To remove the diluting effect that these uncertainties have on the fitted linear
regression, we develop a new per-glacier bias correction that corresponds to the
median dh of all autumn footprints on one glacier. This correction decreases
the error/uncertainty in glacier dh by about 50% and greatly reduces the uncer-
tainty in the derived dh/dt. At −0.36± 0.07ma−1, we receive a very plausible
regional estimate that matches the average of in-situ timeseries (fig. 4.1). Only
with the per-glacier correction in place do the median dh of individual ICESat
campaigns match the annual in-situ mass balance signal. The correction has the
potential to improve ICESat-derived glacier change rates in other areas as well,
for example to remove bias from vertical offsets and penetration in the SRTM
DEM.
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The study thus shows that ICESat data is representative for an area compar-
able to southern Norway, but that good control on biasing factors is necessary.
The most important is a consistent distribution of the samples for individual
campaigns — not only in space or hypsometry, but also in terms of spatially
varying bias from the reference DEMs. The research provides a road map for
other studies that wish to assess glacier elevation changes using elevation data
from ICESat, and possibly also ICESat-2.

4.2 Publication II: Snow depth from ICESat laser
altimetry — A test study in southern Norway

To date, no method exists to measure snow depths directly at regional scales.
Applications that require information on snow depths or SWE (e.g. river run-
off, permafrost) have to rely on coarse-scale passive microwave data that does
not work well in mountain areas, or onmodelled and interpolated data from e.g.
sparse in-situ measurements and remotely sensed information on snow cover
extent. The closely related SWE is considered an essential climate variable, but
international efforts to generate global SWE maps have not yet resulted in sat-
isfactory results (e.g. ESA’s GlobSnow project, Luojus et al., 2010) — not least
because microwave data fails to appropriately estimate SWE > 100 mm. Con-
sequently, estimation of snow depths in mountainous terrain is arguably the
most important unsolved problem in snow hydrology (Dozier et al., 2016; Lett-
enmaier et al., 2015). In Publication I, we clearly saw the effect of snow cover
on Norwegian glaciers in ICESat’s March campaigns, and also for off-glacier
samples in the December 2008 campaign. Here, we present a feasibility study
for ICESat-derived regional snow depths in the already familiar southern Nor-
way study area. The research is based on the same data as in Publication I, but
in this study we only use off-glacier samples on stable ground to ensure that the
dh capture the effect of snow cover.

To account for uncertainty in elevation data, ICESat samples are grouped
into spatial subsets, elevation bands, and/or over time. In time series for the
entire 2003–2009 period and different elevation bands, the effect of snow cover
in March and June campaigns is clearly visible. We correctly reproduce both
annual differences in snow amounts and the increase of snow depth with elev-
ation. The values for different elevation bands agree well with measured (root
mean square error (RMSE) 0.47 m) and modelled (RMSE 0.61 m) snow depths
from snow depth sensors on meteorological stations and the seNorge distrib-
uted snowmodel, respectively. However, time series are only possible for a large
spatial area — resolving the effect of elevation as well requires that samples of
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Figure 4.2: Snow smoothens the landscape around Fondsbu, Jotunheimen.

the entire study area are grouped. Since the spatial sampling distribution is not
the same for each campaign, the spatially varying offsets in the reference DEMs
have a similar biasing influence as the effect seen on glaciers in Publication I. To
remove this bias, we propose a local vertical co-registration that is similar to the
per-glacier correction in Publication I: First, we split samples into smaller spa-
tial subsets but group them over the entire time period, i.e. all winter campaigns
together. Then, we bias-correct the March/June snow depths with the median
of the autumn dh per spatial unit or elevation band. This bias correction is
somewhat less reliable than in Publication I, where glaciers form obvious spa-
tial units. For off-glacier areas, we do not know the spatial extent of (vertically
offset) processing sub-units of the DEM. After correction of the local DEM bi-
ases, we retrieve a spatially resolved map with a snow depth estimate every few
km along-track within a given elevation band. The spatial pattern clearly cap-
tures the increasing snow depths towards the rainy Norwegian west coast and
matches the modelled snow depths in southern Norway with decimeter-scale
accuracy.

For the Hardangervidda area, additional elevation data from the SRTM
and high-resolution DEMs are available — plus lidar-based snow depth meas-
urements for April 2008/2009 on six stripes crossing the area (Melvold and
Skaugen, 2013). In the western part of Hardangervidda, ICESat-based average
March snow depths agree better with the lidar measurements (RMSE ≤0.15 m
for all three DEMs) than modelled snow depths (RMSE 0.61 m). The modelled
data consistently overestimate snow depths. This can be attributed to a lack
of measurements in this area, since the seNorge model is forced with temperat-
ure/precipitation measurements from weather stations. In eastern Hardanger-
vidda, the coarse resolution SRTM DEM performs better (RMSE 0.41 m) than
the 10 mNorwegian DEM (RMSE 0.64 m), even after bias-correction. The high
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resolution lidar DEM is the least affected by vertical DEM bias, thus even the
dh of single footprints show good agreement with lidar-measured snow depths
from the same year (R2 0.59, RMSE 0.94 m, average snow depths are up to 8 m,
see also fig. 3.7).

The study shows that spatially averaged mean snow depths can be retrieved
from ICESat data. Currently, the main limitation lies in the reference DEMs
— but good quality reference DEMs of spatially consistent quality may still be
acquired in the future even in areas where no such data exists today. Due to the
need of sample grouping, the spatial resolution of ICESat-derived snow depth
maps is rather coarse. However, especially in more remote areas than south-
ern Norway, ICESat’s measurement density is far superior to the sparse in-situ
measurement networks. The data could thus be very valuable in combination
with a spatially distributed model such as the seNorge snow model, not least by
contributing to a better parametrisation of e.g. snow depth–elevation gradients.
Also combination with SWE estimates from passive microwave data could be
fruitful, as these data are most accurate for low SWE values (< 100 mm, Luojus
et al., 2010) whereas ICESat is more reliable for large snow depths, where the
relative influence of DEM bias is smaller. This study focuses on areas above the
tree line, and further research in a different setting is needed to assess ICESat’s
performance in areas with coniferous or leaf-shedding vegetation. The method
presented here could be further improved and localised, for example by using
full waveform ICESat data in combination with a high-resolution DEM. Data
from the follow-on mission ICESat-2 has an even higher potential, once this
satellite is operational.

4.3 Publication III: A spatially resolved pattern of
glacier volume changes in HighMountain Asia
for 2003–2008 and its relation to precipitation
changes

Glacier changes in High Mountain Asia directly affect downstream water avail-
ability for billions of people, yet they are still not well measured. To date,
ICESat still provides the spatially most extensive and complete measurement
of glacier elevation changes in the area (Cogley, 2012). Climate change affects
both temperatures and precipitation patterns in the complex topography of the
region. To assess the state and fate of HMA’s glaciers, we need to understand
not only how they react to warming temperatures but also to changes in pre-
cipitation. This study extends the previous work of Kääb et al. (2012, 2015) in
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the Pamir–Karakoram–Himalaya to the TP and Tien Shan areas, with an im-
proved, robust method using the insights gained from Publication I. We present
a spatially diverse pattern of glacier elevation changes in HMA and provide an
interpretation on how these are driven by spatially greatly varying sensitivity
to precipitation, and changes thereof.

Previous work in the area (appendix A) relied on large regions or a regular
grid to group ICESat samples, which blurs local signals. We introduce a new,
better adapted zonation where ICESat samples are grouped in units of similar
glacier behaviour, glacier type, and topographic setting. As a reference DEM
for the double-differencing approach, we use the SRTM DEM at 3-arc-seconds
resolution (sect. 2.3.2). The other freely available, global alternatives are not
suitable as a consistent reference: Both the ASTER GDEM (sect. 2.1.3) and the
ALOS World DSM are a time-averaged product, and the latter has large data
gaps due to persistent cloud coverage in parts of HMA.

However, not only does the SRTM DEM contain locally varying bias in
HMA, but the much greater microwave penetration depths in the accumulation
areas compared to low penetration at the tongues cause very steep gradients of
dh and elevation. The dh–elevation gradients reach 1–3 m dh per 100 m eleva-
tion, and correct sampling of the local glacier hypsometry is therefore especially
important for accurate results. We assess four different methods to correct for
imperfect hypsometric sampling and find that in 50 of 100 spatial units, the
effect of hypsometry missampling on elevation change rates exceeds 0.1 m a−1.
Converted to water equivalent, such a bias would be large enough to affect hy-
drological studies on river runoff, more often than not the main motivation to
assess glacier volume changes in HMA. We also test the effect of the per-glacier
correction developed in Publication I to remove vertical bias from DEM offsets,
microwave penetration, or locally extreme dh on surging glaciers. The correc-
tion has a similar improving effect as in Publication I for some spatial units but
not everywhere, as it tends to remove parts of the thinning/thickening signal.
A decision whether or not this correction should be applied has thus to be taken
for each spatial unit individually, depending on the local sampling pattern and
influence of the different sources of bias.

An assessment of the split autumn 2008 campaign reveals that glacier elev-
ation change rates are more sensitive than previously assumed to snow cover
during the last ICESat campaign in December 2008. Correction for up to 1.5
m snow in December 2008 makes the dh/dt up to −0.25 m a−1 more negative.
We test three different linear regression algorithms and find that all of them are
particularly sensitive to offsets/bias in the first/last campaigns. Good control
on biasing effects is therefore important for an accurate estimate of local glacier
elevation change signals. Since the linear regression is disproportionally determ-
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ined by the first/last campaign, this also means that representative sampling is
most important for these two campaigns.

In contrast, the overall pattern of glacier changes is robust against all bias
corrections, and neither is it affected by changes in sample compositions or ref-
erence elevations, for example from using the SRTMDEM at 1-arc-second resol-
ution. The spatial pattern corresponds well to the findings of earlier studies. In
several places, however, our spatially resolved zonation reveals local differences
and anomalies that have not been described previously. Much of the spatial
pattern can be attributed to the glaciers’ sensitivity to precipitation.

Along the entire Himalayan range, glaciers on the first orographic ridge that
are exposed to abundant precipitation were thinning less in 2003–2008 than gla-
ciers in the dryer climate of the inner ranges. On the TP, analysis of MERRA-2
precipitation data shows a step-increase in precipitation around the year 2000
that is likely the cause of the glacier thickening we observe in the Eastern
Pamirs, Kunlun Shan and central TP by 0.1–0.7 m a−1. The signal picked up
by ICESat for the years 2003–2008 is located further east than the much dis-
cussed Karakoram anomaly. The mass gain stands in great contrast to an overall
trend of mass loss in all the surrounding, more peripheral mountains. The an-
omaly has a crisp boundary in the Eastern Pamir that continues just north of
the central Karakoram, but transitions smoothly to an only slight thickening in
the central TP. We find indications that TP glaciers are dynamically adapting
their geometry to a different precipitation/temperature regime, as the elevation
change signal in the accumulation areas is stable or positive whereas the abla-
tion areas were thinning. Glaciers in the south/east of the TP were thinning,
with increasing rates towards southeast. The precipitation anomaly possibly ex-
tended as far as to the northern slopes of the Tarim Basin, where glaciers were
thinning less than their neighbours just north. Thinning rates in the Tien Shan
vary spatially but are on average more negative than in other parts of HMA.
Other areas with strongly negative elevation change are the Nyainqêntanglha
Shan/Hengduan Shan and Western Himalayas, where glaciers sit at lower elev-
ations than elsewhere and seem to already have lost their accumulation areas
(Kääb et al., 2015). Glacier melt is inevitable where temperatures increase so
much that the equilibrium line altitude rises above the glacier’s accumulation
area — even when precipitation is abundant.

The glacier change signal seen by ICESat only captures the short period
of 2003–2008, which is not representative for a long-term trend, and should
thus not be extrapolated into the future. In particular the thickening signal
centered above the Kunlun Shan is likely a short-term reaction to the recent
precipitation increase and might not persist in a climate with further rising
temperatures. Also, the assumption of a linear regression, corresponding to
constant mass balance during five years, might not be appropriate everywhere
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(e.g. Schenk and Csatho, 2012). However, coupled with other climate-related
observations, the spatially resolved pattern of glacier changes presented in this
study can contribute to a better assessment of ongoing changes in a large and
important region that is still not very well understood.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and outlook

5.1 General conclusions
The first satellite-based laser altimetry mission, ICESat, provided a wealth of
elevation data across the globe that is of a very different nature than a clas-
sical, gridded DEM, yet unsurpassed in its accuracy and global consistency. The
sparse spatial sampling do not make this data the most obvious choice to mon-
itor the mountain cryosphere, and neither is it what the mission was intended
for. This work shows that the data indeed contains a valuable, unique and rep-
resentative sample of glacier surface elevations and snow depths for the years
2003–2009 that cannot be supplied by other sources.

Within this thesis, a new method to use ICESat data to estimate average re-
gional snow depths was developed and applied for the first time. The test study
in southern Norway shows good agreement with locally measured and mod-
elled snow depths. No other method exists to measure snow depths directly at
this scale and accuracy. While small-scale spatial variations are averaged out and
the temporal resolution is restricted to an average estimate each for March and
June, ICESat-derived snow depths could be combined with distributed snow
models or passive microwave data to create spatially distributed maps.

An existing method for regional elevation changes of small mountain gla-
ciers (Kääb et al., 2012) was validated and improved in a test study on the
well-studied mountain glaciers of southern Norway. We find that it is essen-
tial that also individual campaigns paint a representative picture of the glaciers
in the region, not only the combined sample of the entire acquisition period.
In particular, accurate sampling of glacier hypsometry for all individual cam-
paigns is a key requirement. The improved method better reproduces tempor-
ally/spatially varying glacier thickening and thinning signals with greatly re-
duced uncertainty. In HMA, where other measurements of glacier changes are
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sparse, the updated, spatially resolved map of glacier changes presents a diverse
pattern of glacier reactions to climate change which reveals local differences that
have not previously been discussed in a larger spatial context. We find indica-
tions that changes in precipitation play a large role in explaining this pattern.
Set in the context of other climate-related observations, the regionally complete
snapshot of glacier evolution during 2003–2009 can contribute to our under-
standing of the ongoing changes in this large region.

Also in other remote areas, the ICESat-based methods developed in this
thesis can help to improve our knowledge of the state and fate of mountain
glaciers and snow. However, the application of ICESat in rough mountain areas
is dependent on, and limited by, the availability of a DEM that provides an
accurate and spatially consistent reference surface.

5.2 The role of DEM bias
ICESat’s profile-like sampling and uncertainties within the large footprints re-
quire that several samples are grouped, in a way that is representative for the
observed phenomenon. In addition, the large horizontal offsets between repeat
ground tracks make that the ICESat elevations from different times only are
comparable after they have been set in relation to a reference surface. ICESat
studies on ice sheets with comparably smooth topography try to avoid using an
external DEM for good reasons: Our results show that external elevation data-
sets, usually in the form of gridded DEMs, are the major source of uncertainty
and bias.

The main challenge comes from spatially varying, systematic vertical offsets
of unknown sub-units in the reference elevation data. DEMs covering the larger
spatial areas that are interesting for ICESat applications are usually a composite
of several input datasets. The global DEMs are based on satellite data such as
from ASTER, SRTM, or ALOS PRISM, and many individual scenes were used
to create them. On a smaller scale, national DEMs are commonly composed
from terrestrial or remotely-sensed elevation data. When individual data are
combined into a larger dataset, horizontal and vertical shifts of production sub-
units are easily introduced. Imperfect co-registration of sub-pixel magnitude
can quickly cause elevation bias of the same magnitude as the surface change
signals studied in this work, in particular on sloping terrain. Additionally, the
individual input datasets may already contain inherent bias, as all DEM gen-
eration methods have their weaknesses. Examples for mountainous terrain are
the elevation-dependent bias of stereo-photogrammetric data (in our Norway
study site), or phase-unwrapping errors in InSAR DEMs. Specifically for gla-
ciers, microwave signal penetration into dry ice/snow (observed in the SRTM
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DEM for HMA’s glaciers) and merging of elevation data with different time
stamps (Norwegian national DEM) can cause metre-scale offsets. Correction of
these systematic biases is hampered by the fact that we do not know the spatial
extent of the areas that have a certain vertical offset.

In relation to ICESat-based studies, the biasing effect from locally varying
vertical offsets comes from the fact that ICESat’s sampling distribution is not
the same each year. Partly, this is caused by data loss due to varying cloud
coverage, but also because ICESat’s repeat-tracks were offset by up to several
kilometres in the mid-latitudes. All other elevation uncertainties studied in this
work are negligible in comparison: ICESat’s strength is its global consistency,
and sensor-related elevation uncertainties are one magnitude smaller than the
biases in the reference DEMs. Admittedly, errors for individual footprints can
grow large in the case of complex within-footprint topography — but these er-
rors turned out not to be systematic and average out when samples are grouped.
Due to their smoother surfaces, elevation accuracy of ICESat is better on gla-
ciers and snow-covered landscapes than on snow-free terrain.

Within this thesis, correction methods were developed that reduce the influ-
ence of locally varying DEM biases. These are a per-glacier correction (Publica-
tion I) and the local bias-correction of March/June snow depths using elevations
measurements of the snow-free ground (Publication II). Both corrections essen-
tially correspond to a vertical local co-registration between ICESat and DEM
elevations. The improved methods greatly reduce the uncertainty in glacier
elevation change rates and March/June snow depths. Uncertainty could be fur-
ther decreased if we had spatially more consistent DEMs, or better knowledge of
processing sub-units of the merged DEM products. Reprocessing of the ICESat
data with e.g. the TanDEM-X DEM, once a free version of this data becomes
available, could thus further improve our estimates — in particular for snow
depths.

5.3 Perspectives
ICESat’s potential in providing glacier volume changes is already well exploited.
The data holds information for the short period of 2003–2009 only, and new
satellites provide a wealth of data about more recent developments. Worldwide,
most glaciers have been thinning rapidly since the end of the ICESat acquisi-
tion period — and with it changing the surface shape of the glaciers. Even a
very accurate global DEM acquired now, nearly a decade after ICESat expired,
might not substantially alter the estimates we already have, but could still re-
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duce the uncertainty. In terms of spatial resolution, the limit is likely reached
at least in HMA — smaller spatial units would no longer ensure representative
sampling for individual campaigns. For a particular area, however, experts fa-
miliar with the local conditions may still achieve results of similar quality as we
did for Norway, by securing good control over local biasing effects or by a more
appropriate spatial grouping of samples.

In contrast, snow depth applications still have large potential. The aver-
age snow depths that ICESat can provide are better than available estimates for
many remote areas, and they will not be as quickly outdated as glacier volume
changes. In mountainous areas, the samples available for snow depth studies are
one to two magnitudes greater than for mountain glacier applications. Even in
areas where accurate DEMs are currently lacking, these may still be acquired
on stable land surfaces. It can be expected that ICESat’s performance for snow
depths will be better than what we achieved in this work for regions with more
accurate elevation data, for example in countries that have, or will have, national
lidar DEMs. Also DEMs from TanDEM-X data or newer, high-resolution tri-
stereo optical sensors are valuable candidates. At a smaller spatial scale, the
use of waveform-fitting techniques in combination with a high-resolution DEM
from e.g. SfM techniques or airborne/terrestrial lidar could even provide retro-
spective snow depth estimates for single footprints.

5.3.1 ICESat-2
Even greater potential to monitor the mountain cryosphere with a spaceborne
lidar lies with the upcoming ICESat-2 mission. It will have distinct advantages
compared to ICESat: greatly increased spatial resolution, smaller footprint, con-
tinuous sampling. In their introduction to the ICESat-2 mission, Markus et al.
(2017) explicitly mention snow thickness measurements, permafrost monitor-
ing and mass balance measurements of mountain glaciers as targeted application
fields. Naturally, the question arises whether the new setup solves the chal-
lenges faced with ICESat as well for applications outside the polar regions, in
particular for the mountain areas this work focuses on.

ICESat-2 will have better pointing accuracy to allow near-exact repeat tracks
— but only within ca. 45 m, and only in the polar regions. At lower latitudes,
strategic off-pointing will be done at least during the first two years. This in-
cludes the two study areas or other regions with an extensive mountain cryo-
sphere, like Canada and Alaska (Escobar et al., 2015). Parts of these will lie
in the transition zone between repeat-track and coverage mode. In these areas,
a reference DEM will still be needed, both for snow depth and glacier studies.
Even if repeat-track acquisitions will later be extended to lower latitudes, an
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offset of 45 m in rough or sloped mountain terrain could still be too large to
directly compare ICESat-2 elevations from repeat overpasses without a-priori
knowledge of the surface.

On the other hand, off-nadir pointing would increase the spatial coverage
for snow depth maps and increase the number of sampled glaciers. To meas-
ure a volume change signal of mountain glaciers, it will still be necessary to
group samples in larger spatial units to accurately represent the regional glacier
hypsometry and other relevant factors.

The pair-wise arrangement of ground tracks opens up new possibilities.
While it is not sure that also the weak beam of the beam pairs will provide
enough data for accurate surface measurements on snow-free mountain surfaces
(Brown et al., 2016), this should be the case for snow-covered areas or glaciers.
In addition, parallel tracks separated by 90 m would enable a more precise local
co-registration to a reference DEM. Repeated acquisitions of profile pairs on
snow-free terrain could allow the generation of an accurate local surface model
even in the absence of a reference DEM. Profile pairs on snow might contain in-
formation on how snow depths vary on small scales, an important variable for
permafrost studies or for accurate estimates of total snow volume with regard
to hydrological discharge modelling.

The data acquired by ICESat-2 will be very different to what ICESat provi-
ded and it is difficult to accurately foresee its elevation accuracy on rough moun-
tain surfaces. Better laser beam focusing will result in nominally smaller foot-
prints, but the photon-counting approach requires along-track density filtering
methods — on rough terrain, this still leaves a considerable elevation range
as potential reflection locations for the recorded photons with subsequently
high local elevation uncertainty. If ICESat-2 reaches centimetre-scale accuracies,
the data could become interesting to monitor further aspects of the mountain
cryosphere, namely permafrost processes and phenomena such as thermokarst,
creep, or frost heave and thaw settlement.

Globally, the increased coverage of ICESat-2 will make this data invaluable as
a consistent elevation reference. As with ICESat, other regional/global DEMs
from multiple source datasets can use such a reference to remove sub-grid shifts
of processing sub-units. ICESat-2 thus has a potential to improve the spatial
accuracy of other elevation datasets.

Thus, it seems that for applications outside the polar areas, some of the chal-
lenges faced with ICESat data will continue with ICESat-2 — at least as long as
the mission follows an off-nadir pointing strategy targeting forest and vegeta-
tion applications in the mid-latitudes. For the mountain cryosphere, this could
both be an advantage due to the increased coverage, and a disadvantage due to
a lack of direct repeat measurements. In that case, some of the insights presen-
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ted in this work will be useful also for the data provided by ICESat-2. With
the current surge of cubesats, flocks of small satellites that ensure high spatial
and temporal coverage (Poghosyan and Golkar, 2017), quasi-life metadata from
daily global imagery or atmospheric measurements is becoming available and
may be combined with ICESat-2 data. Accurate knowledge of the surface and
atmosphere conditions during ICESat-2 data acquisition opens up for exciting
new possibilities.
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Abstract. Using sparsely glaciated southern Norway as a
case study, we assess the potential and limitations of ICE-
Sat laser altimetry for analysing regional glacier elevation
change in rough mountain terrain. Differences between ICE-
Sat GLAS elevations and reference elevation data are plot-
ted over time to derive a glacier surface elevation trend
for the ICESat acquisition period 2003–2008. We find spa-
tially varying biases between ICESat and three tested digi-
tal elevation models (DEMs): the Norwegian national DEM,
SRTM DEM, and a high-resolution lidar DEM. For regional
glacier elevation change, the spatial inconsistency of refer-
ence DEMs – a result of spatio-temporal merging – has the
potential to significantly affect or dilute trends. Elevation un-
certainties of all three tested DEMs exceed ICESat elevation
uncertainty by an order of magnitude, and are thus limiting
the accuracy of the method, rather than ICESat uncertainty.
ICESat matches glacier size distribution of the study area
well and measures small ice patches not commonly moni-
tored in situ. The sample is large enough for spatial and the-
matic subsetting. Vertical offsets to ICESat elevations vary
for different glaciers in southern Norway due to spatially in-
consistent reference DEM age. We introduce a per-glacier
correction that removes these spatially varying offsets, and
considerably increases trend significance. Only after applica-
tion of this correction do individual campaigns fit observed
in situ glacier mass balance. Our correction also has the po-
tential to improve glacier trend significance for other causes
of spatially varying vertical offsets, for instance due to radar
penetration into ice and snow for the SRTM DEM or as a
consequence of mosaicking and merging that is common for
national or global DEMs. After correction of reference ele-
vation bias, we find that ICESat provides a robust and real-
istic estimate of a moderately negative glacier mass balance
of around −0.36± 0.07 m ice per year. This regional esti-

mate agrees well with the heterogeneous but overall negative
in situ glacier mass balance observed in the area.

1 Introduction

The role of mountain glaciers and snow as sources for drink-
ing water, irrigation, and hydropower is getting increasing
attention, not least due to the significant population increase
and economic development in a number of mountain re-
gions and surrounding lowlands (Jansson et al., 2003; Vivi-
roli et al., 2007). Retreat of mountain glaciers is also a ma-
jor cause of eustatic sea level rise (Gardner et al., 2013),
but the response of some large glacierized systems to cli-
matic changes is still poorly quantified, especially in regions
with large climatic variability. The glacier regions least rep-
resented in long-term in situ glacier monitoring programmes
are those with the largest ice volumes (Zemp et al., 2015),
which are less inhabited and difficult to access and, therefore,
are not well studied. Regional estimates of ice loss recently
gained importance, not least for assessing the current and fu-
ture contribution of water stored in land ice masses to sea
level rise (Gardner et al., 2013; Jacob et al., 2012; Marzeion
et al., 2012; Radić et al., 2014; Radić and Hock, 2011)
and for quantifying current run-off contribution from glacier
imbalance (Kääb et al., 2015) or changes in the upstream
cryosphere (e.g. Bliss et al., 2014; Immerzeel et al., 2010).
Remotely sensed data are of special value in remote moun-
tain regions where measurements such as in situ mass bal-
ance measurements are sparse or lacking completely.

Elevation data from the Geoscience Laser Altimeter Sys-
tem (GLAS) on board the NASA Ice, Clouds, and Land El-
evation Satellite (ICESat) provides what is likely the most
consistent global elevation measurement currently available
(Nuth and Kääb, 2011). The use of this data to derive thick-
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ness changes of Arctic ice caps is well established (Nuth et
al., 2010; Moholdt et al., 2010; Bolch et al., 2013; Nilsson
et al., 2015; Slobbe et al., 2008). Kääb et al. (2012) have
shown that, when combined with reference heights from a
digital elevation model (DEM), ICESat data can successfully
be used to derive regional-scale glacier mass balance even
in rough topographies such as the Himalayas. Subsequently,
ICESat elevation measurements combined with the Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM were used to es-
timate sea level rise contributions from mountain glaciers
globally (Gardner et al., 2013), regionally in high-mountain
Asia (Neckel et al., 2014; Kääb et al., 2015) and even for lo-
cal glacier mass balance studies in the Kunlun Shan (Ke et
al., 2015) and the Alps (Kropáček et al., 2014).

The increased public interest in glacier retreat, not least
due to its effects on water resources stored in mountain
glaciers, requires that the performance of ICESat over such
terrain is carefully evaluated and associated error sources are
well characterized. This is especially important given that
using ICESat data over mountain topography is at (or even
exceeds) the limits of what the mission was designed for.
As a case study for this purpose we chose the mountains
of southern Norway. With its comparably small and sparse
glaciers, situated within a varied topographic setting of both
steep and gentle mountains, we consider the region as a rep-
resentative case for the limits of applicability of ICESat data
for analysing changes of mountain glaciers. In contrast to
large, remote areas like high-mountain Asia, the climatic
framework and glacier responses are relatively well known
and measured in southern Norway, and accurate, up-to-date
glacier masks and a high-resolution reference DEM are avail-
able.

Specifically, we aim to address the following questions in
our study.

– What prerequisites and conditions need to be fulfilled to
make ICESat-derived elevation changes over a certain
area a valid method to assess glacier volume changes?

– Is the ICESat track density high enough for the sparse
glacier cover in the study region, and are the point sam-
ples along ICESat profiles representative of the whole
glacier population in southern Norway?

– Can a realistic elevation trend be retrieved for the years
2003–2009 (glacier volume loss), and is it possible to
detect climate-related patterns, namely the spatial tran-
sition from maritime towards more continental glaciers
with increasing distance to the coast?

– What is the minimum region size with respect to glacier
density for ICESat GLAS data to ensure statistically
significant results? Are realistic annual glacier thick-
ness changes visible over a sufficiently sampled single
glacier?
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Figure 1. ICESat samples over glaciers and stable ground (land) in
southern Norway. Only used footprints are displayed (no footprints
on clouds or water). Glaciers with ongoing monitoring by NVE are
emphasized.

– How do the findings compare to observed glaciological
and geodetic glacier mass measurements?

– How does the reference DEM influence the quality of
the results, and how can the footprint reference eleva-
tion best be modelled?

2 Study site and data

2.1 Southern Norway

The study area referred to here as southern Norway extends
over an area of 100 000 km2 at 59–63◦ latitude. It comprises
all areas of the Scandinavian Mountains south of Trondheim
that are within a 20-km buffer around the glaciers (Fig. 1).
While very steep, especially at fjord flanks, the study area
consists of both rounded and rough mountains but also in-
cludes high-elevation plateaus such as Hardangervidda. The
climate of the study area is governed by a west–east gradi-
ent from a maritime climate at the coast with high precip-
itation amounts to dryer conditions further east in the rain
shadow of the Scandinavian Mountains (Melvold and Skau-
gen, 2013). This is also reflected in measured glacier net
balance magnitudes (Kjøllmoen et al., 2011). The Norwe-
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gian glacier area has recently been mapped by the Norwe-
gian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) based
on Landsat imagery from 1999 to 2006 (Andreassen and
Winsvold, 2012; Winsvold et al., 2014; digital data avail-
able from NVE, 2016; or the Global Land Ice Measurements
from Space (GLIMS) database: GLIMS and NSIDC, 2012).
Glaciers cover 1522 km2 or roughly 1.5 % of our study area.
This includes 1575 ice bodies ranging from small perennial
ice patches of just over 0.01 km2 in size to the largest out-
let glaciers (> 40 km2) of the Jostedalsbreen ice cap. Fifty
percent of the glacierized surface in southern Norway con-
sists of glaciers with < 5 km2 spatial extension and 20 % of
the glacier area of ice patches smaller than < 1 km2. Some
maritime glaciers advanced in the 1990s while glaciers lo-
cated in more continental climate showed mainly frontal re-
treat (Nesje et al., 2008; Andreassen et al., 2005). After a
culmination in 2000, most of the monitored glaciers in Nor-
way experienced net mass deficit (Kjøllmoen et al., 2011;
Andreassen et al., 2016).

2.2 ICESat

ICESat GLAS was a single-beam spaceborne laser altimeter
operational between February 2003 and October 2009, sam-
pling the surface elevation of the Earth within roughly 70 m
footprints during two to three observation periods each year
of about 1 month each (Schutz et al., 2005). The laser foot-
prints have 172 m spacing along-track, and approximately
42 km cross-track spacing between 91-day repeat reference
orbits at 61◦ latitude (Fig. 1). Cross-track spacing increases
at lower latitudes, making polar areas in principle more
favourable for ICESat applications. Note that our study area
already lies in the polar acquisition mask of the ICESat
mission at > 59◦ N, where the off-nadir pointing mode en-
abled near repeats of the tracks (ca. ±150 m), in contrast
to a nominal orbit repeat precision of ±1000 m for midlat-
itudes (Schutz et al., 2005). In accordance with what Kääb et
al. (2012) found to be the most suitable product for mountain
glacier analyses, the ICESat data set used was GLAS/ICESat
L2 Global Land Surface Altimetry HDF5 data (GLAH14),
release 33 (Zwally et al., 2012). For GLAH14, elevation val-
ues were not changed between releases 33 and 34 (NSIDC,
2014). The data contain quality attributes and elevation cor-
rections for each footprint. These attributes include a wave-
form saturation flag (attribute sat_corr_flag) to indicate satu-
ration of the sensor when recording the returned pulse and
a correction for the potential bias in extracted elevations
from these saturated waveforms (attribute d_satElevCorr).
The flags and corrections are intended for improving eleva-
tion accuracy on ice sheets (the original main purpose of the
mission) and are not necessarily valid in rough mountain to-
pography (NSIDC, 2012).

2.3 Reference data

The reference elevation data sets used are the national DEMs
provided by the Norwegian Mapping Authority (further re-
ferred to as Kartverket) in 10 and 20 m spatial resolution
(http://data.kartverket.no). In mountain areas, the Kartverket
DEMs are based on source data at 1 : 50 000 map scale in-
cluding elevation contours at 20 m equidistance, resulting in
a nominal absolute vertical accuracy of ±4–6 m (defined as
the standard deviation of elevation; Kartverket, 2016). Using
the source date stamp of elevation contours as a proxy, the
age of the DEMs was found to be highly variable geograph-
ically, ranging from 1978 to 2009 on southern Norwegian
glaciers, and from 1961 to 2011 on non-glacierized areas.

For the Hardangervidda area and up to approximately
60.3◦ N, the global DEM from the Shuttle Radar Topogra-
phy Mission (SRTM, Farr and Kobrick, 2000) is available
at 3 arcsec resolution (corresponding to 93 m in y, and 45 m
in x direction at 60◦ N) from the U.S. Geological Survey
(https://dds.cr.usgs.gov/srtm/; NASA JPL, 2013). The SRTM
DEM used here is based on C-band radar data acquired in
February 2000 and consists of a composite of four or more
overpasses at latitudes that far north (Farr et al., 2007). The
absolute vertical accuracy of the mission is stated as 16 m
(defined as 1.6 times the standard deviation of the error bud-
get throughout the entire mission; Rabus et al., 2003) but
found to be in the range of a few metres compared to ICESat
elevations (Carabajal and Harding, 2006). The SRTM DEM
featured as the reference DEM of choice for previous ICE-
Sat glacier trend analyses (e.g. Gardner et al., 2013; Kääb
et al., 2012). Unfortunately, it does not cover glaciers vis-
ited by more than one ICESat overpass in southern Norway.
Thus, in this study, the SRTM non-void filled elevation data
only serves as alternative reference DEM for land samples.

For parts of the non-glacierized Hardangervidda plateau,
high-resolution lidar DEMs were provided by NVE (Melvold
and Skaugen, 2013). The data consist of six east–west-
oriented 80 km-long stripes of 500 m width and cell size
of 2 m, flown on 21 September 2008 (minimum snow
cover, leaf-off conditions). Data sets were available as high-
resolution gridded DEMs. From comparison to a kinematic
ground GPS survey carried out in April 2008, Melvold and
Skaugen (2013) found the absolute elevation errors of the li-
dar data set to range from −0.95 to +0.51 m, with a mean
error of 0.012 m and a standard deviation of 0.12 m.

Yearly net surface mass balance estimates from in situ
measurements of eight glaciers within the study area (see the
NVE report series “Glaciological investigations in Norway”;
Kjøllmoen et al., 2011) were used as a reference for glacier
behaviour during the ICESat acquisition period. The data se-
ries are the product of the recent homogenization of in situ
measurements with geodetic measurements (Andreassen et
al., 2016) and are available from http://glacier.nve.no/viewer/
CI (NVE, 2016).
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3 Methods

ICESat data points from the end of the hydrological year
(autumn campaigns) are treated as a statistical sample of
glacier surface elevations in southern Norway. We follow the
double differencing method described by Kääb et al. (2012)
where differences between ICESat elevations and a reference
DEM (hereafter referred to as dh) are analysed. Direct com-
parison of ICESat elevations of different years, as done for
larger Arctic glaciers and ice caps (plane-fitting methods,
e.g. Howat et al., 2008; Moholdt et al., 2010), is not pos-
sible for small mountain glaciers. These methods assume a
constant slope of the ice surface within the spatial variability
of ICESat repeat ground tracks, which is not given for small
mountain glaciers. The use of a reference DEM instead takes
into account the more complex surface topography of small
glaciers. When compared to elevations from a reference data
set of a different source date, the dh will be negative if the
surface has lowered over time between the DEM source date
and ICESat acquisition time, and positive if the surface has
risen. Differences should be zero if the surface elevation was
constant, such as over stable ground. Uncertainties in ele-
vation measurements of both data sets, not least as a result
of rough terrain within the ∼ 70 m circular ICESat footprint,
raise the need for sufficiently large statistical samples to re-
duce the effect of random errors. The evolution of dh over
time is used to investigate surface elevation change trends
over the ICESat acquisition period 2003–2008. (The 2009
autumn campaign is excluded due to low spatial coverage
before complete ICESat failure.) Note that ICESat captures
a signal of volumetric balance that results from surface ele-
vation changes rather than mass change directly. The same is
also the case where geodetic mass balances are obtained from
DEM differencing, which is a widely used method. Com-
parison of ice surface elevation change trends with in situ
measurements provided in metres water equivalent (m w.e.)
requires unit conversion that depends on ice density. To vali-
date the ICESat-derived trends, we back-converted the in situ
data using the same density as NVE used for mass to volume
conversion of geodetic data (Andreassen et al., 2016). It is
based on the findings of Huss (2013), who suggested a value
of 850± 60 kgm−3 as an average integrated over an entire
glacier. (See also the discussion and density scenarios in the
Supplement of Kääb et al., 2012.)

3.1 Pre-processing and filtering of ICESat data

ICESat surface elevations (height above reference ellipsoid)
were converted to Norwegian height above mean sea level, in
accordance with national DEM elevations. The ca. 170 000
data points within the study area were classified into ice and
land footprints using the glacier outlines provided by NVE.
Footprints lying partially on glaciers, i.e. with footprint cen-
tre locations within 40 m of NVE glacier borders (both in-
and outside original outlines), were classified as ice borders

and excluded from further analysis. Apart from avoiding a
mixed land/ice elevation signal from partly ice-covered 70 m
footprints this also accounts for the spatial uncertainty of
glacier outlines and their potential change over time. For
glacier analyses, spring and summer campaigns were ex-
cluded to avoid biased trends due to yearly varying snow
heights (see argumentation in Kääb et al., 2012, 2015), and
the 2009 autumn campaign was excluded due to insufficient
spatial coverage caused by weakening of the laser over time.
To account for differences in spatial distribution and potential
elevation changes due to onset of snowfall, the split autumn
campaign of October 2008 (laser 3K, ran out of power before
the campaign was completed) and December 2008 (laser 2D,
completion of the autumn 2008 campaign) were treated sepa-
rately where appropriate. Land footprints on fjords and lakes
were filtered out using shoreline data provided by the Nor-
wegian Mapping Authority, as water levels may vary (tides,
hydropower reservoirs).

Reference DEMs were corrected for elevation bias and
spatially co-registered with ICESat (see Sect. 3.2). Refer-
ence elevations for each footprint were extracted from the
DEMs by different statistical means: footprint centre eleva-
tion, mean, median, mode (rounded to the metre/decimetre
for the Kartverket/lidar DEMs), inverse distance-weighted
(IDW, linear weighing, i.e. power 1), and bilinear interpola-
tion of elevation of DEM grid cells within an assumed circu-
lar footprint with 35 m radius (i.e. four grid cells for SRTM,
12 for Kartverket 20 m, 38 for Kartverket 10 m and∼ 960 for
the lidar DEM).

The elevation differences between ICESat and the Kartver-
ket DEM were analysed to denote a cut-off threshold for
maximum elevation differences. Mean dh were found to be
∼−0.5 m for land, and ∼−2 m for ice samples (i.e. ICESat
elevations are lower than reference elevations over glaciers).
Using bootstrapping methods and histogram analysis for
thresholds between 50 and 250 m for | dh |, we found that
a cut-off threshold of ±100 m dh effectively removed cloud
measurements. Footprints with | dh | > threshold were ex-
cluded from all further analyses. The conservative thresh-
old allows for uncertainty in elevation measurements of both
data sets (land and ice), while allowing for slightly skewed dh
distributions. It ensures all negative dh from glacier surface
lowering between DEM acquisition date and ICESat eleva-
tion measurements are included while removing footprints
on clouds (false positive dh).

Robust linear regression (we used Matlab’s robustfit func-
tion with default parameterization) through all individual
samples was performed to find a linear trend for surface
elevation change over time. Robust methods iteratively re-
weigh least squares to find and exclude outliers until regres-
sion coefficients converge. For our ice trends we found that
ca. 2–3 % of the samples received weight 0 and were thus
essentially removed as outliers. As an alternative trend esti-
mate, we used the gamlss package in R (www.gamlss.org)
to perform regression using a fitted t distribution. The t fit
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accounts for a larger number of outliers in our distribution
of dh (Fig. 2) compared to a normal distribution (Lange et
al., 1989).

3.2 Subpixel shifts and corrections applied to the
reference DEMs

Based on dh of autumn campaign land samples, elevation
bias, and spatial shifts between ICESat and the reference
DEMs were quantified. The non-systematic spatial shifts of
subpixel magnitude and biases were corrected where possi-
ble. No corrections were applied to the lidar DEM. For the
Kartverket and SRTM DEMs, directions and magnitudes of
the shifts seemed to vary highly, also within single DEM
tiles. Automated co-registration using the methods of Nuth
and Kääb (2011) was performed to correct an overall 20 m
shift south and −2.6 m vertical offset of the SRTM DEM,
compared to ICESat. However, additional shifts and biases
that seem present in subunits of the SRTM DEM could not
be corrected. For the Kartverket DEMs, dh were found to
be elevation-dependent (more negative with increasing ele-
vation above sea level H ). The relationship is in the order of
decimetres per 100 m elevation and applies to both the 10 and
20 m DEM as both are based on the same source data. To ac-
count for this vertical bias, a correction term cH was applied
to individual elevation values of both Kartverket DEMs:

cH = 0.882− 0.00158 ·H. (1)

Automated co-registration of the individual nominal Kartver-
ket DEM tiles (50×50 km and 100×100 km for the 10/20 m
DEMs respectively) was not applied systematically as it did
not result in an overall positive effect. This is due to overlying
shifts of (unknown) production subunits within single tiles
in different directions. To account for the apparently consis-
tent vertical offsets in some areas, correction terms for each
individual nominal tile (ctile) and the indicative source date
(cdate) of the Kartverket DEM were computed (after cH cor-
rection). For each nominal DEM tile the median land differ-
ence between ICESat and the Kartverket DEM was removed;
alternatively the same was done for each temporal unit of the
Kartverket DEM. Both corrections are meant to remove ver-
tical spatio-temporal biases and bias patterns in the reference
DEM. The values of the corrections correspond to the median
dh of all filtered land footprints at minimum snow cover (au-
tumn campaigns only) per tile and date and are in the order of
±1 m per tile, and±5 m per date respectively. Potential phys-
ical causes such as vertical uplift due to post-glacial rebound
in Scandinavia are in the order of decimetres for the last
half century and cannot explain the large differences between
ICESat and reference elevations on land surfaces. As a proxy
for the reference DEM source date per ICESat footprint we
used the time stamp of the closest elevation contour line to
each footprint (elevation contours are the most important in-
put data set the Kartverket DEMs are based on; Kartverket,
personal communication, 2013). However, these correction

terms are an approximate only. Spatially confined units with
unique source data/firm update dates do not strictly exist and
the total DEM is thus a product of spatio-temporal merging
(Kartverket, personal communication, 2013), not untypical
for DEMs from national mapping agencies.

For glaciers, spatially varying DEM source dates add ad-
ditional uncertainty. Surface elevation difference between
Kartverket DEM acquisition and the first ICESat acquisitions
varies for individual glaciers, resulting in different (addi-
tional) offsets for each glacier. A correction term cglac for this
effect was computed from the median dh of ice samples at the
time of minimum snow cover (autumn campaigns only) for
each individual glacier, as classified using the NVE glacier
inventory. The values of cglac range from −20 to +15 m and
reflect mainly vertical glacier changes between the DEM and
ICESat dates in this study. For other areas, potentially other
vertical biases from DEM production, such as height datums
or signal penetration, could be addressed in a similar way.
The latter are not relevant for the photogrammetric methods
behind the Kartverket DEM, but may be relevant for radar
wave penetration within the SRTM DEM.

3.3 Sample representativeness and trend sensitivity

In order to relate measured dh to actual net glacier mass bal-
ance, the ICESat sample has to mirror key characteristics of
the area/terrain with respect to glacier driving processes. We
assessed the representativeness of the ICESat glacier sample
for the study area in terms of average elevation, slope, aspect,
spatial distribution of the footprints, glacier size, and age of
the reference DEM. Representativeness with respect to ter-
rain parameters was tested by comparing the sample distribu-
tion to the respective distributions of all glaciers in southern
Norway (we used all Kartverket DEM cells within the glacier
mask). This was done both for the entire ICESat sample and
for individual campaigns. Consistency in terms of reference
DEM age distribution per campaign was assessed using the
source date of the closest contour line for each sample as a
proxy. Additionally, the size of the glaciers sampled by ICE-
Sat was compared to the entire glacier population of southern
Norway.

To assure robustness of fitted glacier surface elevation dif-
ference trends, the effect of different data subsets and ele-
vation corrections applied to either of the data sets were as-
sessed. Subsets were created by including/excluding (a) sets
of footprints, as those classified as ice border, with spe-
cific DEM time stamps, or samples flagged as fully satu-
rated (attribute sat_corr_flag ≥ 3); (b) spatial subsets, e.g. of
glaciers east and west of the main water divide; and (c) entire
campaigns. The elevation corrections assessed include ICE-
Sat saturation elevation correction (attribute d_satElevCorr)
in addition to the correction terms per Kartverket DEM
tile/source date/glacier described above (ctile, cdate, cglac).
Very intentionally, we did not divide our samples into foot-
prints only in the accumulation or ablation parts of the
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Figure 2. dh of land and ice (autumn campaigns 2003–2008) for the uncorrected Kartverket 10 m DEM elevations (left) and with DEM
elevation corrections (ctile, cH ) and per-glacier correction (cglac) applied (right). The grey spreads shows the range of distributions for ice
(wide spread, light grey) and land dh (narrow spread, darker grey) of individual campaigns.

glaciers respectively. In order to capture a signal that trans-
lates into geodetic mass balance, it is essential to sample the
entire glacier to consider both surface elevation changes from
ice melt/gain and dynamic glacier flow. If this is not ensured,
the condition of mass continuity is violated, and it would thus
be physically incorrect to draw conclusions on glacier mass
balance based on surface elevation trends from a subset of
samples in the ablation/accumulation areas only. The influ-
ence of separating footprints over ice and snow/firn for sepa-
rate density scenarios is discussed in Kääb et al. (2012).

4 Results

4.1 ICESat sample overview

Roughly 75 % of the nearly 170 000 ICESat footprints over
southern Norway contains valid information of the Earth’s
surface elevation (125 312 samples after removal of foot-
prints on clouds and water surfaces, see Table S1 in the Sup-
plement). Thereof, 2.6 % lie fully on glaciers (vs. an addi-
tional 0.9 % that were classified as ice borders). For glacier
analyses, considering autumn campaigns only, a total of 1268
ice and 48 854 land samples remain. These numbers are re-
duced by 2.8 % (ice) and 1.6 % (land) only by excluding
the weak autumn 2009 campaign. Dh of the remaining sam-
ples rarely exceed ±10 m. The dh are t distributed with a
narrower peak but heavier tails compared to a normal dis-
tribution. Before application of the correction terms to the
Kartverket reference DEM, the dh distributions of ice and
ice border samples are considerably wider and in average
more negative than land dh (Fig. 2, left). After application
of cH , ctile and cglac correction terms, 94 and 95 % of the ice,
and land autumn samples respectively, but only 80 % of ice
border autumn samples show less than 10 m absolute eleva-

tion difference between ICESat and the (corrected) Kartver-
ket 10 m DEM elevations (Fig. 2, right).

The spatial distribution and number of ICESat samples is
not constant over time and decreases to as little as 10 % of
the number of samples of the autumn 2003 campaign, which
includes most samples of all campaigns (427 ice samples). In
autumn 2009, only 35 ice samples (vs. 792 land samples) re-
main over southern Norway. Other autumn campaigns with
very small sample numbers are 2005 (65 ice samples) and
2008 (24 and 24 ice samples for the October and Decem-
ber campaigns respectively). These periods with particularly
few samples correspond to campaigns with few orbits flown
(2008, 2009) or heavy cloud coverage (2005).

Of the ice samples, 128 lie on glaciers that were only sam-
pled during a single autumn campaign. After the application
of cglac, any glacier elevation change signal from these sin-
gle overpass samples is cancelled out. The majority of these
(113) occurred during the autumn 2003 campaign due to a
transition between two different orbit patterns in the middle
of the campaign (Schutz et al., 2005). The single overpass
samples with on average 0 m dh may thus flatten out derived
trends and were excluded where appropriate.

4.2 Representativeness of ICESat glacier sample

The entire ICESat glacier sample appears representative in
terms of elevation, aspect, slope, spatial distribution, and
glacier area of the glaciers sampled (Fig. 3 and Fig. S1
in the Supplement). Compared to the frequency histogram
of the entire glacierized surface in southern Norway, ICE-
Sat slightly oversamples east-facing glaciers and under-
represents the glacierized area in the south-western parts of
the area of interest due to the orbits not covering the Folge-
fonna ice cap (Fig. 1). However, these deviations are of the
same magnitude or less than deviations of the frequency his-
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Figure 3. Representativeness of 2003–2008 ICESat autumn campaign samples in terms of footprint elevation (left) and area of glaciers
sampled (right), compared to the entire glacierized surface in southern Norway and monitored glacierized surface (mass balance program
by NVE). The grey spread encompasses the distributions of single ICESat autumn campaigns; where it is wide, the difference between
individual campaigns is the largest. Reading example for glacier area comparison: 50 % of the entire glacierized surface in southern Norway
is made out of glaciers < 5 km2, 50 % of the glacierized surface where NVE runs a mass balance program is made of glaciers < 23 km2, and
50 % of all ICESat autumn ice samples lie on glaciers < 5.1 km2.

tograms of the glacierized area monitored in situ by NVE.
Of the individual campaigns (autumn campaigns 2003–2008
shown within the grey spread), those with the fewest sam-
ples deviate the most, but still follow the distribution of the
full data set. Variability between campaigns is largest (wide
grey spread) for easting, also for land samples, due to the
sensitivity of the sample to exclusion of entire orbits (due
to shorter campaigns/cloudy weather). The two autumn 2008
campaigns are only representative if combined, as only a sub-
set of orbits was flown in October and December. The au-
tumn 2009 campaign was found to include ice samples for
one overpass only (orbit 30, Fig. 1), resulting in sampling of
only Myklebustbreen and Haugabreen, an outlet glacier of
the Jotunheimen ice cap. All other campaigns have 5–13 dif-
ferent orbits with glacier samples. Severe spatial concentra-
tion and poor representation of southern Norwegian glaciers
confirmed that also for our study area, the entire autumn 2009
campaign should be excluded from further analyses.

Of the 1575 ice bodies in southern Norway, 96 or 6.1 % are
hit by at least one footprint of our filtered ICESat ice sample.
While not the same glaciers are sampled each year, for all au-
tumn campaigns except for 2009, footprints are spread on 17
(2008) to 77 (2003) different glaciers across the study area.
Our ICESat footprints seem to capture small ice bodies ac-
cording to their relative share of the total glacierized area:
47 % of the samples lie on glaciers smaller than 5 km2, 17 %
on ice bodies < 1 km2 (Fig. 3, right). Only the (combined)
autumn 2008 campaign samples no glacier > 12 km2, and
the ice bodies sampled in December 2008 are distinctively
smaller than those sampled in October in 2008. The smallest
glacier within the NVE mass balance programme in the area
is 2.2 km2 large.

4.3 Error sources and corrections for ICESat and
DEM elevations

Elevation errors in the DEMs were found to exceed ICE-
Sat footprint elevation uncertainty as well as the magni-
tude of corrections available in the ICESat products. ICE-
Sat elevation corrections from effects of waveform satura-
tion (attribute d_satElevCorr) are in the range of decime-
tres; all other elevation corrections within the data set are
even smaller. Application of ICESat correction terms had no
notable effect on dh distributions. The relative share of sat-
urated samples (parameter satCorrFlag≥ 3 in the data set)
varies between 5 and 40 % for the different campaigns and
is up to 15 % higher for ice than for land. In contrast to the
findings of Kääb et al. (2012) for high-mountain Asia, we
found the number of saturated samples to decrease over time
to as little 0–2 % for the last three acquisition campaigns
(laser 2D-2F). Filtering increased the relative share of sat-
urated samples by on average 5 %, and mean absolute dh
(after filtering) are smaller for saturated footprints than for
non-saturated ones (95 % confidence) for both land and ice,
whether or not saturation correction was applied to the dh.
Saturated samples were therefore not removed from the data
set for trend computation, and saturation correction was not
applied.

In contrast to the ICESat elevation values that seem robust
without any corrections, elevation correction terms applied
to the Kartverket reference DEMs significantly narrowed dh
distributions (Fig. 2, right). The elevation-dependent correc-
tion term cH successfully removed skewness towards more
negative dh in dh distributions, and per-glacier correction
cglac clearly caused a major reduction in ice dh. The correc-
tion terms ctile and cdate were found to be interchangeable
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and resulted in minor improvements only on land and ice dh
distributions. For single footprints, uncertainty in reference
DEM elevation is on the order of metres.

Looking at single footprints, reference DEM elevations
differ by decimetres to metres between the different statisti-
cal measurements (mean, bilinear interpolation, etc.) applied
to DEM grid cells within the ICESat footprint, for one and
the same DEM. The method chosen matters most for the
SRTM DEM with only four contributing cells, but differ-
ences resulting from the chosen elevation extraction method
– from the perspective of a single footprint – are also higher
for the high-resolution lidar DEM with ca. 960 contributing
cells than for the 10/20 m Kartverket DEMs. However, for
larger sample numbers, these differences cancel out and dh
distributions for reference elevations from the same DEM,
but different elevation extraction methods, are approximately
the same (Fig. 4). Summarizing statistical methods appear to
produce slightly narrower dh distributions than centre DEM
elevations only but the difference between the curves is not
significant. Mode elevations differ most from reference ele-
vations computed by the other methods, also for the 2 m lidar
DEM. We based our further analyses on median DEM eleva-
tions per footprint, or bilinear interpolation in the case of the
low-resolution SRTM DEM.

Reference elevations between DEMs from different
sources varied greatly. For the 184 autumn samples on
Hardangervidda where all four reference DEMs were avail-
able, the lidar DEM matched ICESat elevations closest with
a mean vertical offset of 0.03 m and a narrow dh distribu-
tion (Fig. 4). Elevation differences from the co-registered
SRTM DEM are skewed with a heavier tail towards negative
dh. Distributions of the (corrected) Kartverket DEMs, dat-
ing back to the 1970s in eastern parts of the Hardangervidda,
are particularly wide for this subset of samples, including an
average vertical offset of −1.3 m. For other spatial subsets,
widths and vertical offsets of dh distributions of the SRTM
and Kartverket DEMs vary to the same degree in a seemingly
random way. Distributions of dh based on the 10 vs. 20 m
Kartverket DEMs were the same, also for other spatial sub-
sets, and no improvement in elevation precision per footprint
could be found from the finer grid resolution.

Analysis of the DEM source dates for ice samples of the
different campaigns (Fig. 5) shows the representativeness of
our sample in terms of Kartverket reference DEM age dis-
tribution. Seventy percent of the samples have reference ele-
vations from 2008 to 2009 (further termed “post-2000”), and
only approximately 20 and 10 % date back to the 1990s and
1980s (“pre-2000”) respectively. Only two campaigns divert
from this distribution: in autumn 2005, 60 % of the ice sam-
ples have old reference DEMs, and in 2009, all ice samples
have very recent reference elevations from 2008 to 2009. For
the split autumn 2008 campaign, all but one of the October
samples fall on reference DEMs from 2008, while 80 % of
the December samples have pre-2000 DEMs. If using uncor-
rected Kartverket DEM elevations, pre-2000 dh are signifi-
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Figure 5. DEM source date distributions for ICESat autumn cam-
paign samples on glaciers. The box plots emphasize the average
DEM age per campaign while the frequency histograms (coloured
curves) reflect the relative DEM age distributions. In 2008, the Oc-
tober (blue) and December (brown) campaigns are shown separately
(frequency histogram) and grouped (box plot).

cantly more negative (mean dh: −7.3 m) than post-2000 dh
(−3.1 m). The per-glacier correction cglac completely recon-
ciles the two distributions as seen in Fig. 2. Note that cglac
treats glaciers as spatial units with consistent source data set.
Where this is not given – and parts of a glacier surface are
mapped on different dates or with different methods – the
correction will be only partially effective.
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Figure 6. Surface elevation difference trends for land (red) and ice (blue) samples respectively, for autumn campaigns 2003–2008. Left:
per-tile and -elevation corrections (ctile, cH ) applied, 1233 samples. Right: per-tile, -elevation and -glacier correction (cglac) applied, 1105
samples. Trends are computed from individual dh samples using robust linear regression. Campaign median and mean ± standard error
per campaign and class are shown to indicate the variability in dh per campaign. The grey spread corresponds to the measured range of
cumulative surface mass balances of eight glaciers in the area, reconverted to ice volume changes using a density of 850 kgm−3 (Andreassen
et al., 2016), and their area-weighted mean. The data provided by NVE are based on in situ and geodetic measurements.

4.4 Glacier thickness trends

We find a glacier surface elevation change of
−0.39 ma−1

± 0.07 standard error (1σ ) for the years
2003–2008 (Fig. 6, right) with all corrections to DEM
elevations applied when samples on glaciers covered by
only a single autumn overpass were excluded. The trend
slope decreases slightly to −0.34± 0.062 ma−1 when such
single-overpass samples are included. Using a t fit instead,
we found trends in general to be less sloping than robust
trends for the same sample/set of applied corrections, and
obtained alternative ice trend estimates of −0.33± 0.07
and −0.27± 0.061 ma−1 on the same data sets. Campaign
means are more negative than campaign medians, which
indicates slightly skewed dh distributions for both ice and
land samples. Land campaign means/medians follow the
near-zero trend as computed from all individual samples
very closely (0.05± 0.009 m a−1, t fit: 0.04± 0.009 ma−1).
An exception to that is the December 2008 campaign which
indicates surface rise in contrast to the October 2008 cam-
paign due to onset of winter snowfall at higher elevations.
Exclusion of the December 2008 campaign effectively
sets the land trend to zero and renders the ice trend more
negative. On the other hand, however, the December ice
samples are required for the autumn 2008 campaign to
be representative (see Sect. 4.1). Correction of December
samples for increasing snow depth (estimated from October
to December land dh differences per elevation) also removes
the land trend, but does not affect the ice trend. If the
per-glacier dh correction cglac is not applied, the ice trend
is reduced and uncertainty increases to −0.26± 0.12 ma−1

(t fit: −0.22± 0.13 ma−1). This decrease of thickness loss
rate is due to the mixing of older and newer dates of the
reference DEM that introduces biased dh and thus dilutes
trends. Without the correction, ice campaign medians/means
of uncorrected samples do not follow the assumed linear
trend well and the standard errors of the campaign means
just about overlap with 95 % trend confidence bounds
(Fig. 6, left). Deviation and uncertainty are largest for
campaigns with few samples and non-representative DEM
age distribution: 2005, October/December 2008 (split), and
2009 (excluded from trends). If ICESat trends were fitted
through campaign medians instead of individual samples,
these biased/non-representative campaigns would get the
same weight as all other campaigns and, consequently, have
more power to alter the derived trend. This stresses that
ICESat trends over glaciers should be computed based on
the entire footprint sample, not based on campaign statistics
(e.g. median dh) that give campaigns disproportionate
weight compared to the actual number of samples included
in that campaign.

After applying the per-glacier vertical correction cglac to
the ice dh, means/medians of single campaigns follow the
pattern of NVE’s in situ mass balance measurements remark-
ably well. The range of cumulative net surface mass bal-
ances, converted to surface elevation changes (Huss, 2013)
of eight glaciers in the study area, is shown as a grey spread
in Fig. 6. Note that these data are a product of the recent
homogenization of in situ data of Norwegian glaciers with
geodetic measurements (Andreassen et al., 2016) and thus
differs from more positive glacier mass balance curves pub-
lished earlier. For some of the studied glaciers, the data ho-
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mogenization suggests stronger mass loss and no or more
moderate mass surplus for the glaciers with positive cumu-
lative surface mass balance in the studied time period. Cam-
paign means are shifted up with the ice trend line crossing
0 m dh in autumn 2005 which corresponds to zero-elevation
difference between ICESat and reference DEM considering
decreasing sample numbers (autumn 2005 corresponds to the
mean date of all ICESat samples used). Noteworthy is the
2005 autumn campaign which – only after correction – fits
well with the reported positive net balance for five out of ten
measured glaciers (Kjøllmoen et al., 2006). The 2009 cam-
paign does not follow the trend or the in situ measurements,
regardless of the application of cglac, In situ measurements
suggest moderately negative net surface mass balances for
that year (Kjøllmoen et al., 2010).

The slopes of both land and ice trends are not significantly
affected (<±0.01 m a−1 change in trend slope) by either
DEM correction terms (cH , ctile and cdate), the use of alterna-
tive statistical measures to extract DEM elevations per foot-
print, or the application of saturation correction to ICESat
elevations. Exclusion of saturated samples and application
of saturation correction to the remaining dh flattens out ice
trend slopes by 0.03 m a−1 and increases uncertainty (see Ta-
ble 1). Including ice border samples only affects the ice trend
if cglac is not applied, but does not increase trend significance
despite the increased sample number. If winter campaigns are
included, the ice trend becomes considerably more negative
(−0.43± 0.066 ma−1, t fit: −0.41± 0.070 m a−1. The same
accounts for fitting a trend through winter campaign sam-
ples only (−0.42± 0.092, t fit: −0.41± 0.097 ma−1). Note
that for comparability between winter and autumn trends sin-
gle overpass samples are not excluded in the numbers here.
The 2003 winter campaign had a different orbit pattern to
later campaigns (Schutz et al., 2005). We found yearly vary-
ing snow heights of between 3 and 7 m on glaciers, and the
maximum values in winter 2005 correspond well to the over-
all strongly positive winter mass balance of that particular
year (Kjøllmoen et al., 2006). Ice trend slopes are consid-
erably more sensitive to all changes in sample composition
described above if cglac is not applied.

Continental glaciers east of the water divide show a more
negative trend than coastal glaciers. The same is true for
small (area< 5 km2) vs. large glaciers, and ice samples with
pre-2000 vs. post-2000 reference DEM. The latter corre-
sponds to an arbitrary subset in size (with a tendency of
older reference DEMs for smaller glaciers) and spatial dis-
tribution of glaciers rather than a selection based on any
physically meaningful criteria. The increases in trend slope
amount to 50–150 % between these respective subset pairs
(Table 1). However, we could not find a significant relation-
ship between dh magnitude and distance to coast. Exclu-
sion/inclusion of entire campaigns was found to affect trends
only for campaigns at either end of the ICESat acquisition
period.

Note that subsets of samples of only accumula-
tion/ablation zones, as well as certain elevation or slope
classes, would also result in different trends (not shown).
Such sample subsets can obviously not fulfil the require-
ment of representativeness for the entire glacier area and are
thus not comparable to in situ glacier mass balance measure-
ments. Glaciers that are not in balance adjust their geometry
via glacier flow, which causes additional surface elevation
changes that may be different for the accumulation and abla-
tion parts of a glacier. Only sampling of the entire glacier(s)
ensures that both elevation changes due to surface mass bal-
ance as well as glacier dynamics are included in the volumet-
ric mass balance signal measured by ICESat.

The problem of biased trends due to non-representative
spatial sampling by ICESat is illustrated well by the spa-
tially clumped autumn 2009 campaign. The only glaciers that
are sampled in 2009 have a strongly positive trend (Fig. 7,
+0.47± 011 ma−1, in total 181 samples from Myklebust-
breen and Haugabreen for autumn campaigns 2003–2009).
While this trend is based on fewer campaigns (missing data
in 2005 and 2007, only 3 and 7 samples for the 2004/08
campaigns respectively), the trend slope is not unrealistic
(2.05/0.14 m w.e. cumulative balance before/after data ho-
mogenization for nearby Nigardsbreen in 2003–2009; Kjøll-
moen et al., 2009; Andreassen et al., 2016). The ICESat sam-
ple on these glaciers is representative (also for single cam-
paigns) in terms of elevation, slope, aspect, and spatial distri-
bution (within a single track that roughly follows the glacier
flow line) compared to the entire glacier area of Myklebust-
breen/Haugabreen from the reference DEM. The reference
DEM for this area was updated in 2008, resulting in a posi-
tive offset of the ice campaign mean in autumn 2009 (Fig. 6).
The fact that these glaciers are not at all representative for
the cumulative mass balance of the entire glacier population
in southern Norway explains the large offset of the 2009 cam-
paign mean to the 2003–2008 ICESat trend.

5 Discussion

5.1 Representativeness

When combined with reference elevations from a DEM, ICE-
Sat data provide realistic estimates for glacier surface eleva-
tion change in southern Norway. However, our results bring
out the importance of ensuring representativeness of the sam-
ple as well as good control over biases in reference eleva-
tions.

The ICESat sample has to be representative not only in
terms of terrain and topographic characteristics that govern
glacier behaviour but also data quality aspects that vary spa-
tially. Parameters with coarse spatial patterns have the largest
biasing potential. Consequently, reference DEM quality and
age, glacier area, and severe variations in spatial distribution
of the samples were found to potentially have the largest
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Table 1. Trends and trend standard error (SE), as computed from different subsets and corrections applied to the data set (cH , ctile and cglac
are applied unless specified otherwise). Footprints on glaciers sampled only during one autumn campaign are excluded except for the subsets
marked with an asterisk, i.e. ∗ corresponds to all 2003–2008 (autumn) ice samples. In bold are final estimates for the whole of southern
Norway. Italicized are values for land samples.

Data set Correction/subset Robust trend SE (1σ ) Samples t trend SE (1σ )

ice (cH , cglac, only > 1 overpass) −0.39 0.07 1105 −0.33 0.07

land (cH , ctile/cdate) + 0.05 0.009 48 089 + 0.04 0.009

ice (cH , cglac) all ice samples∗ −0.34 0.062 1233 −0.27 0.061

ice cglac not applied∗ −0.26 0.12 1233 −0.22 0.13

ice Dec 2008 excluded −0.44 0.072 1085 −0.37 0.071

land Dec 2008 excluded −0.003 0.010 44 568 −0.004 0.010

ice Corr Dec 2008 −0.4 0.07 1105 −0.34 0.069

land Corr Dec 2008 +0.001 0.009 48 089 −0.003 0.009

ice Incl 2009 −0.25 0.065 1140 −0.22 0.066

land Incl 2009 +0.03 0.008 48 854 +0.03 0.008

ice Sat_corr applied, saturated samples excluded −0.35 0.072 1001 −0.3 0.075

ice East of water divide −0.55 0.14 242 −0.54 0.14

ice West of water divide −0.36 0.08 863 −0.29 0.08

ice Pre-2000 DEM source date −0.72 0.16 298 −0.64 0.17

ice Post-2000 DEM source date −0.29 0.076 807 −0.26 0.076

ice Including ice border samples −0.36 0.07 1541 −0.33 0.07

ice Including winters 2003–2008∗ −0.43 0.066 2536 −0.41 0.070

ice Only winters 2003–2008∗ −0.42 0.092 1303 −0.41 0.097

ice Samples on glaciers > 5 km2
−0.28 0.089 621 −0.26 0.091

ice Samples on glaciers < 5 km2
−0.53 0.11 484 −0.43 0.11

ice Myklebustbreen/Haugabreen (2003–2009) +0.47 0.11 181 +0.47 0.12

impact on glacier trend estimates. This sensitivity is a di-
rect result of interference of the non-uniform glacier be-
haviour within the study area with the (coarse) spatial pat-
tern of these influencing parameters. In contrast, parameters
that vary much more spatially such as elevation, slope, or
aspect were found to be of less concern. Also smaller sam-
ple subsets are representative in that respect. Campaigns with
low sample numbers and spatial clumping are most prone to
biases. Owing to the rapidly decreasing laser power, cam-
paigns towards the end of the acquisition period are most
affected. However, severe cloud cover and subsequent exclu-
sion of too many orbits can result in poor spatial distribution
also for other campaigns. An example for this is the autumn
2005 campaign in southern Norway for which the only few
ice samples mostly lie on old reference DEMs.

When relating ICESat trends to traditional glaciological
measurements it is important to keep in mind that the subset
of in situ monitored glaciers and the glaciers covered by our
ICESat sample might not be fully comparable. Differences
in estimated mass/volume changes are therefore likely to not
(only) be caused by the methods used, but are rather a re-
sult of different sample composition. This is in line with the
findings of e.g. Zemp et al. (2015) or Cogley (2009), who as-
sign differences in mass budgets as from glaciological vs.
geodetic measurements to sample composition rather than
method-inherent causes. We find that with ICESat’s random
spatial sampling (with respect to glacier locations), we also
capture many small ice bodies and snow patches. The share
of samples, in terms of the area of the ice bodies on which
single footprints lie, accurately reflects the size distribution
of all glaciers and ice patches of the total glacierized surface
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Figure 7. The autumn 2003–2009 trend for samples only on those
glaciers that are covered by the autumn 2009 campaign (Myklebust-
breen and Haugabreen) is strongly positive. The large error bars in
2004 and 2008 result from the very low campaign sample numbers
of only three and seven samples respectively.

in southern Norway. While such small ice patches are com-
monly not monitored in situ, they are likely to be equally af-
fected by climate change if not even more sensitive (Bahr and
Radić, 2012; Fischer et al., 2014). Subsequent differences in
glacier volume/mass changes as derived from ICESat, com-
pared to traditional glaciological methods on selected valley
glaciers, might therefore not agree if upscaled to the entire
glacier population of a study area (Bahr and Radić, 2012).

The moderately negative glacier surface elevation change
trends for the years 2003–2008 fit well with overall negative
net cumulative mass balance series from glaciological mea-
surements on glaciers in southern Norway. Trend slopes are
robust against applied corrections or changes in sample com-
position as long as representativeness of the sample is guar-
anteed. Given the highly heterogeneous behaviour of Norwe-
gian glaciers and the varying age of some parts of the refer-
ence DEM, both the measured dh (up to 20 m) and the result-
ing trend confidence intervals are within an expected range.
We find that smaller glaciers, and glaciers to the (dryer) east
of the water divide, experienced stronger changes than larger
and coastal glaciers. This is in agreement with the individual
reactions of the monitored glaciers in southern Norway to the
increasing atmospheric temperatures during the last decade.

To fill gaps from missing campaigns or to increase spa-
tial resolution of estimated glacier trends, other authors have
tried to obtain an alternative trend estimate fitted through
winter ice samples (e.g. Gardner et al., 2013). However, our
results for southern Norway show that ICESat is sensitive to
– and even able to reproduce – yearly varying snow depths,
and our glacier surface elevation change trends are more neg-
ative for winter ice samples. Even though the difference be-

tween the winter and autumn trends is not significant in our
study, the standard error of the winter trend is 50 % larger
which reflects the uncertainty added from yearly/spatially
varying snow depths. Moreover, the different orbit pattern
of the winter 2003 campaign (and first phase of autumn 2003
campaign) compared to all following campaigns may cause
problems with representativeness and spatial distribution of
the samples, especially if spatially varying elevation correc-
tions such as our per-glacier correction cglac are applied. Our
results therefore advise against including winter samples in
glacier trend analyses. We also recommend including only
footprints lying entirely on glaciers, i.e. excluding footprints
that we classified as ice border samples. The signal from
mixed ice/land footprints adds unnecessary uncertainty to
the derived trends that does not justify the increased sample
numbers.

Regarding the example of Myklebustbreen, we show that it
may be possible to detect trends even for single glaciers. Un-
fortunately, no mass balance measurements exist to verify the
positive surface elevation change found for this glacier. How
confident we can be in such a local trend depends on appro-
priate temporal and spatial coverage. Our results show that
the applicability of ICESat in arbitrary glacierized regions
does not depend on a single factor only. Likewise, the mini-
mum region size needed to derive valid estimates on glacier
surface elevation change from ICESat cannot be expressed
as a hard threshold but depends on a combination of factors
specific to each area: glacier density and ICESat track den-
sity (i.e. sample size), representativeness of the ICESat sam-
ple, and homogeneity of the glacier signal within the study
(sub-) region. In general, ICESat track density increases with
latitude, making areas closer to the poles more favourable
for ICESat studies. However, size and spatial distribution of
glaciers as well as less cloud cover in dryer areas may result
in large enough sample numbers even in small mountain re-
gions at lower latitudes – as long as the representativeness
condition is fulfilled. Representativeness of the sample may
also be given for lower sample numbers than we found in
southern Norway, where a glacier population is more ho-
mogeneous with respect to its topographic setting as well
as mass balance changes/surface elevation trends. Spatially
varying effects such as from DEM elevation bias or highly
non-uniform glacier behaviour within the study area require
larger sample numbers – and thus larger region sizes – to ac-
count for the introduced uncertainty. In that regard, southern
Norway may not be an ideal location to test the limits of ICE-
Sat applicability, and in other mountain regions with more
consistent reference DEMs even smaller study areas may po-
tentially yield valid ICESat glacier surface elevation change
estimates.

5.2 Glacier trend sensitivity

Given the temporal variability in annual surface mass bal-
ances from long-term in situ measurements, the glacier sur-
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face elevation change derived from ICESat data is not likely
to represent a long-term trend. Our results are only represen-
tative for the development within the 5 years covered. It is in
general not recommended to extrapolate trends derived from
such a short time interval, neither for ICESat-derived trends,
nor mass balance series in general.

Trend slopes are considerably less sensitive to miss-
ing/biasing campaigns in the middle of the ICESat acquisi-
tion period than to campaigns missing at either end. Inclu-
sion of the non-representative 2009 campaign which diverges
strongly from the assumed linear trend (corresponding to an
assumed constant mass balance) significantly alters the trend
slope. The considerable trend slope differences for our var-
ious sample subsets show that trends are even more sensi-
tive to changes in sample composition or applied corrections
when sample numbers are small.

For our data, we found that robust fitting methods, as used
by e.g. Kääb et al. (2012) for ICESat glacier trends, result
in comparable but somewhat steeper trend estimates as when
fitting a t distribution to the data. The error estimates of both
methods overlap for all subsets/sets of corrections applied to
the data set, thus the trends are not significantly different.
A t fit better captures the heavier tails of the sample distri-
bution and includes the uncertainties in the data within the
statistical model used to compute the fit. The iteratively low-
ered weighing of samples within the robust fitting technique
(which assumes a normal distribution) results in a similar ef-
fect – although one can argue that the weights assigned to
outliers are so small that data points that do not fit the trend
essentially are removed, and thus sample numbers reduced.
Consequently, according to Street et al. (1988), error esti-
mates for the robust methods might not be correct. However,
given that most outliers indeed correspond to erroneous mea-
surement of either ICESat or reference elevations, exclusion
of these samples from trend estimates might be desirable. We
found that error estimates of both methods are very similar,
and differences resulting from the different trend fitting ap-
proaches are of the same order as caused by changes to the
sample composition or due to application of correction fac-
tors. We thus prefer to leave the question of whether robust
or t fits are more appropriate to derive elevation trends from
ICESat open.

5.3 The role of DEM quality and elevation errors

Of all correction factors applied, the correction for constant
offsets on glaciers introduced by DEM age (cglac) deserves
special attention as it considerably increased the statistical
significance of glacier surface elevation trends. Not only is
the trend standard error halved, but the correction also makes
the trend slope much more robust to changes in sample com-
position/elevation corrections. The correction thus captures
and eliminates errors in the data set that have a far bigger ef-
fect on trends than, for example, different fitting techniques.
By applying cglac we see an increase in trend slope even

though the correction decreases ice dh. The fact that single
campaigns fit measured mass balance after application of the
correction strongly indicates that this correction is important
for accurately capturing glacier surface elevation develop-
ment within the studied time period. The estimated glacier
surface elevation trend of the sample, without accounting for
DEM age offsets, is not significantly different from the for-
mer trend estimate, but the wider confidence interval, trend
sensitivity, and large offsets of single campaigns are a clear
sign that not all error sources were accounted for in the un-
corrected data set. It also illustrates the importance of repre-
sentativeness very well in terms of factors that may not be
immediately obvious, such as spatially varying vertical off-
sets in the reference data. Note that a correction for “DEM
age” as done here has a different significance for glaciers
compared to stable ground. On glaciers that change their sur-
face elevation over time, the spatially varying bias we see in
our data set is likely to indeed be caused by different DEM
ages. On top of that, other spatially varying biases due to mo-
saicking of data from different sources may add additional
bias to glaciers. On land surfaces, the contrary is the case
and the latter type of bias would usually play the main role –
while the age of the reference DEM is negligible except for
areas and timescales where, e.g. vertical uplift due to post-
glacial rebound causes relevant age-dependent bias.

Where the correction is applied to spatial units with chang-
ing elevation – such as on glaciers – a certain consistency and
repetition in spatial sampling is needed. The surface change
signal contribution from a glacier sampled only by one over-
pass is removed by the cglac correction. While we found that
the error from keeping the single overpass samples in our
trend estimates is smaller than the uncertainty from not ap-
plying cglac we recommend removing these samples as the
introduced bias corresponds to a systematic flattening of the
trend. It should be kept in mind that for winter trends (sum-
mer trends on the southern hemisphere) this might affect
most, if not all, of the March 2003 campaign samples due
to the different ground track pattern of that campaign.

Correction of per-glacier offset is only possible in our
study because the glaciers seem to mostly correspond to spa-
tial units of consistent DEM age in Norway. The correction
factor is independent of (not available) metadata for data
quality and does not correspond to nor help to correct offsets
of the surrounding terrain. In our case, zero-land trend, there-
fore, does not guarantee the absence of a time-dependent
bias for glacier samples (with different distribution in terms
of source date stamp). The assumption of a constant verti-
cal offset per glacier is not necessarily valid everywhere, e.g.
Swiss glaciers were not considered as unities in the mosaick-
ing of airborne DEM acquisition flight lines but sometimes
cut right across (M. Hölzle, personal communication, 2015).
This resulted in differently timed outlines and elevation data
for parts of the same glacier, further complicating DEM dif-
ferencing with historic DEMs in the Alps, as done by Fischer
et al. (2015). We faced similar challenges in our attempts
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to co-register ICESat and the reference DEMs. The spatial
units (tiles or source time stamp of elevation contours) avail-
able to us did not correspond entirely with spatial units of
data origin that would exhibit a constant spatial shift or ele-
vation error. Other DEMs for larger areas, and especially na-
tional DEMs, are likely to contain similar inherent errors as
we found for the Kartverket DEM, and Fischer et al. (2015)
for historic Swiss DEMs, as they all consist of a patchwork
of source data sets with various time stamps – especially in
remote areas. Metadata on elevation data sources are rarely
available, and DEMs might have been (post-) processed to
optimize characteristics other than high elevation accuracy,
for instance smoothness or realistic visual appearance.

Global DEMs, such as the ASTER GDEMs or the upcom-
ing TanDEM-X DEM, might also be a composite of numer-
ous units of unknown or different age or elevation biases.
While the radar-based elevations from the SRTM were ac-
quired within a short time frame which eliminates DEM age
error, the DEM still remains a patchwork from acquisitions
from different overpasses, and elevation differences to ICE-
Sat elevations were found to vary spatially (e.g. Carabajal
and Harding, 2006). Van Niel et al. (2008) found that shifts of
subpixel magnitude result in artificially generated elevation
differences of the same magnitude as the actual, measured
elevation differences between the SRTM and national higher-
resolution DEMs for two mountainous test sites in Australia
and China. As an additional source of uncertainty for radar-
based DEMs when serving as reference elevation, radar pen-
etration into snow and ice is estimated to be in the range
of several metres (Gardelle et al., 2012; Kääb et al., 2015)
and can be considered to be another type of spatial pattern
to which our per-glacier correction could be of benefit. How-
ever, further analyses on this end would be necessary, given
the strong gradients and differences in snow/ice consistency
between accumulation and ablation zones of a glacier that
make radar penetration vary strongly even within a single
glacier (Dall et al., 2001; Müller, 2011; Rignot et al., 2001).

ICESat GLAS data come with numerous correction terms
which might signal uncertainty in the elevation values. For
saturation correction, which is in the order of decimetres, we
showed that the effect is negligible over rough mountain ter-
rain and does not affect our results. Moreover, the saturation
flag does not necessarily correspond with lower quality data
over mountainous terrain, neither on ice nor land surfaces.
The correction might not capture the effect of waveform sat-
uration over such terrain appropriately. It is not generally rec-
ommended for land surfaces (NSIDC, 2012), and the error
potentially resulting from waveform saturation is in the or-
der of decimetres only. However, Molijn et al. (2011) found a
larger occurrence of saturated samples at the transition from
(rough) glacier-free terrain to (flat) glacier surfaces in the Dry
Valleys in Antarctica. This can be explained with the adaptive
gain setting of ICESat’s GLAS instrument: the gain of the
sensor is dynamically adjusted based on the recorded signal
(NSIDC, 2012) and might not adapt fast enough for an abrupt

change in the recorded waveform shapes between a footprint
on dark, rough rocks and a flat, bright ice surface. A preferred
occurrence of saturated samples and subsequent elevation er-
ror at glacier margins, where surface elevation changes are
likely more pronounced, could potentially lead to a system-
atic bias in ICESat-derived glacier surface elevation change
trends. In our study area we could not detect a systematic
pattern in the spatial distribution of the saturated samples or
where ICESat passes over glacier margins and experiences a
land/ice surface type change. We believe that this is due to the
small size of mountain glaciers and the rough surface topog-
raphy both on land and glaciers (compared to large Antarctic
outlet glaciers) that never really allowed the sensor to settle
for a certain gain. Nevertheless, from the findings of Molijn
et al. (2011) we cannot exclude that there is potential for a
systematic bias from waveform saturation at ice/land tran-
sitions in other areas, and we recommend considering this
possibility when applying our method in an arbitrary glacier
region.

Likewise, other available corrections and biases of even
smaller magnitude, such as intercampaign bias (< 8 cm,
Hofton et al., 2013), the optional range increment for land
samples (d_ldRngOff), and the GmC correction introduced
in GLAS data of release 34 are of negligible importance com-
pared to corrections applied to the reference DEM elevations.
However, it cannot be excluded that these corrections might
become relevant if a reference DEM without vertical bias
were available, which would eliminate the current main er-
ror source.

On stable ground, the problem of time-dependent ele-
vation differences due to surface elevation change is not
present, but the artificial dh resulting from subpixel shifts or
elevation-dependent errors were still found to compete with
real, measured differences between the DEMs. This mainly
has implications on the size of spatial and temporal units
needed to aggregate footprints to get meaningful results. The
example of Hardangervidda illustrates the potential of results
on a local scale for areas with good quality reference eleva-
tions. Thereby, spatial resolution of the reference DEM is of
less importance than the absence of (spatially varying) shifts
or other biases in the data, resulting in narrower dh distri-
butions of the low-resolution SRTM DEM compared to the
Kartverket DEM, which seems to be of poorer quality in this
area. However, the DEM resolution has to be small enough
to appropriately capture the local relief variations. In more
rugged terrain with large elevation variation within a single
footprint, the spatial resolution of the DEM would likely play
a more important role than on rather flat areas like Hardan-
gervidda. We found the reference DEM rather than ICESat
to limit more localized results that would reflect spatial vari-
ation or patterns of glacier change within the study area.

For glacier trend applications, the time to collect better ref-
erence DEMs for improved retrospect ICESat analyses has
likely passed where glaciers experienced large changes in
volume over the past decade. Still, the biases in the old ref-
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erence DEMs of our study, originating from 10 to 20 years
prior to the ICESat acquisition period, obviously became de-
tectable and quantifiable. This fact underlines that ICESat
data fully bear the potential to serve as a sample of glacier
surface elevations in the 2000s even for areas where we cur-
rently do not yet have very accurate reference DEMs.

6 Conclusion

For the example of southern Norway, we show that ICESat
elevations normalized to a reference DEM are fully capa-
ble of providing robust and realistic glacier surface elevation
trends for the years 2003–2008 in mountainous terrain with
scattered small- and medium-size glaciers. We estimate an
average ice surface elevation change of −0.39± 0.07 m (ro-
bust fit) and−0.33± 0.07 m (t fit) ice per year in 2003–2008
for southern Norwegian glaciers. Our estimate corresponds
very well to the area-weighted average of observed cumula-
tive mass balances from in situ and geodetic mass balance
measurements on eight glaciers in the study area.

Despite sparse glacier cover of the study area, the coarse
spatial sample of ICESat represents southern Norwegian
glaciers accurately in terms of elevation, slope, aspect, spa-
tial location, and area of the glaciers. Representativeness of
the sample is also given for individual campaigns, and is a
prerequisite for robust trend results. Non-representative cam-
paigns have the potential to alter trends. Especially in terms
of glacier area, ICESat samples reflect the size distribution of
all glaciers in southern Norway considerably better than the
(predominantly large) glaciers included in the in situ mass
balance network in Norway.

The number of ICESat footprints on glaciers (1233 after
filtering) within the study area was found to be large enough
to allow for spatial and thematic subsampling. The consid-
erable differences between trends from different sample sub-
sets reflect the wide range of observed cumulative mass bal-
ances in the study area. Reasonably, we see a more negative
elevation trend of continental and small glaciers compared
to coastal or large glaciers respectively. Our glacier eleva-
tion change trends thus capture very varied glacier behaviour
within the study area, and also depict glaciers with positive
mass balance, as seen for Myklebustbreen and Hansebreen.
On this example, we show that it may be possible to de-
tect trends even for single well-covered glaciers, but with in-
creased uncertainty due to spatially clumped sampling and
missing data for some campaigns.

The applicability of ICESat in arbitrary glacierized re-
gions depends on a combination of factors rather than a min-
imum region or sample size. The number of samples is deter-
mined by glacier density in relation to ICESat track density
and the topography/climate-determined fraction of valid el-
evation measurements in the study region. Their represen-
tativeness, however, depends on the homogeneity of both
the glacier topographic setting and their mass balance sig-

nal within the study area, as well as other spatially varying
effects such as from DEM elevation bias. These factors are
inherent for each region (and reference DEM) and will af-
fect the sample/area size needed for a valid surface eleva-
tion change estimate. Uncertainties in reference DEM eleva-
tions exceed ICESat uncertainties by a magnitude. Elevation
bias of unknown spatial units of the three assessed reference
DEMs add noise that match or exceed measured elevation
differences. These biases result from subpixel horizontal and
vertical shifts, elevation-dependent bias, and varying source
time stamps of the reference DEM of up to 20 years prior
to ICESat acquisition. If not accounted for, spatially varying
biases in combination with varying sample distribution over
time may not cancel out and can affect the results by caus-
ing false trends. Representativeness of the sample in terms of
such spatially varying bias in the reference DEM was found
to be more important (and less given) than for terrain pa-
rameters like elevation or aspect. Due to their coarse spatial
pattern, the DEM errors add varying but systematic bias in
contrast to the random effects from geographic ICESat foot-
print distribution.

We developed a new per-glacier correction to harmonize
the effect of age-dependent offsets between ICESat and the
patchy reference DEM of unknown, but spatially varying
source date. This correction greatly increased the statistical
significance and robustness of our glacier change trend, and
single campaigns also fit measured mass balance after ap-
plication of the correction. For national or global DEMs in
other regions, we see large potential from this correction or
modified versions of it, for reducing glacier trend uncertainty
related to spatio-temporal biases, such as from imperfect mo-
saicking, orbit inaccuracies, or radar penetration.

Our study shows that ICESat analyses in mountain ter-
rain are currently limited by the reference DEMs rather than
ICESat performance. ICESat provides an accurate sample of
global glacier surface elevations in the 2000s. There is still
large potential, even several years after the mission ended,
for new upcoming DEMs to improve ICESat analysis in ret-
rospect (e.g. TanDEM-X, new mapping agency DEMs). Af-
ter its launch, ICESat2, with its denser cross- and along-
track sampling and improved performance over rough sur-
faces (Kramer, 2015), will have the capability to provide an
even more detailed, accurate, and valuable sample of glacier
surface elevations using the methods outlined here.

7 Data availability

All data sources are given in Sect. 2.

The Supplement related to this article is available online
at doi:10.5194/tc-10-2129-2016-supplement.
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